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Murray, Ky., Saturda) Afternoon, February 17, 1979 la Our 98th Year
New Column For
Parents Debuts
A new column that deals with
problems faced by parents in raising
their children debuts today in the Local
Scene section of The Murray Ledger &
Times.
The column, entitled "Parents
Corner," has been developed by the
Murray chapter of Parents Anonymous
and will appear weekly in this
newspaper.
Readers are asked to respond to the
ideas presented in this column and to
submit questions of their own.
Questions should be sent to "Parents
Corner," The Murray Ledger & Times,
P. 0. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.




"And Miss Reardon Drinks a Little,"
a modern drama by Pulitzer Prize
winner Paul Zindell, will be performed
by the Murray State University Theatre
Feb. 22-23-24.
Curtain time for each performance
will be 8 p.m. in the University Theatre
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
"And Miss Reardon Drinks a Little,"
a three-act play set in New York City, is
about crises in three sister's lives and
the problems confronting them.
Robert E. Johnson will direct the cast
of seven students.
Admission is $3 per person or by
season ticket. Tickets may be obtained
by calling the University Theatre box




The home of Richard Evans on Ky.
732 in the Center Ridge area was saved
from major fire damage yesterday
afternoon by the Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad.
Four units of the rescue squad
responded to the fire call late Friday
afternoon and were able to keep the
damage to a minimum.
Tracy Nall Crowned At MHS
Tracy Nall (center) was crowned Murray High basketball Homecoming queen in ceremonies at the Murray High-
Symsonia contest last night. Also shown are 1978 queen Becky West and Howard Boone, Miss Nail's escort. The





TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — About 800
Americans flew out of Tehran airport
aboard two jumbo jets today as the
United States government launched a
four-day operation designed to move up
to 5,000 U.S. citizens out of this strife-
torn country.
Tehran Radio reported a widespread
return to work in the oilfields, mean-
while, and said Gen. Iraj Moghaden, a
former energy minister, had com-
mitted suicide. There were un-
confirmed reports that Prince
Shahriyar, son of the shah's twin sister
Princess Ashraf, was arrested and
handed over to Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolutionary committee.
The prince, who commanded hover-
craft forces in the Persian Gulf, was
reportedly seized while trying to flee
Iran by boat.
More than an hour after the U.S.-
chartered jumbo jets were loaded they
were still waiting on the tarmac for
permission to take off. But the planes
finally were allowed to leave at 3:50
Industrial Users Attack TVA Rate Hike
By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
proposed 6,/2 percent, $100 million in-
crease in Tennessee Valley Authority
electric rates in April was attacked
Friday by the government utility's
largest industrial customers.
The Tennessee Valley Industrial
Committee, composed of TVA's 28
largest industrial customers with 40
plants in the seven-state region, said
Friday only a 3.8 percent, $59 'million
hike is needed to meet the law requiring
TVA to operate without a deficit.
The proposed increase, outlined by
the power staff at Friday's TVA board
meeting, would raise residential
customers' bills $2.04 to about $33 per
1,000 kilowatt-hours. TVA officials said
the new rates would still be about $11
per 1,000 kwh below the national
average.
The rate proposals follow the TVA
board's decision to forego recom-
mended rate increases this past
January and the preceding October
following an 8v2 percent hike last July.
Without an increase, Power Manager
Hugh Parris said, TVA would end the
Special Team Funded
Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority at Murray State
University have raised $1,600 through a
project that will enable a contingent
from the area to attend the Great Lakes
Regional Winter Special Olympics in
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 21-23.
They raised money by selling ad-
vertisements in programs for three
Memories Of Mason Memorial
By JO BURKEEN
Local Scene Editor
The upcoming razing of the old
Mason Memorial Hospital and the
auction of hospital items taking place
today, will bring to mind many
memories for many persons in this
area.
How many of us will think back to the
time of the birth of our children at the
hospital, how many times we have been
there at the scene of death, and then
again the happy times it has brought for
many as we see the happy faces of those
leaving the hospital after a long illness
or taking their newborn home for the
first time.
Just think how many fathers and
mothers, along with grandparents and
other loved ones, will remember the
long wait for the new baby to be born
and how they passed away the time
with conversation, walking, eating, etc.
The old hospital building has served
the people of Murray and Calloway
County in many ways. Many of our
older citizens have been patients there
since the building became the Con-
valescent Division of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The present building was erected in
1935 after the old building, erected in
1920, was destroyed by fire. As we read
in the History of Calloway County —
1931:
"In 1910 Dr. William Herbert Mason
realized that his ambitions as a surgeon
could not be carried out in a small town
without some hospital facilities and it
was then that, he opened up a small
hospital in a residence which was the
beginning of the William Mason-
-44r-
BLACK HISTORY WEEK — Students at Murray High School observed Black History Week on' Thursday with .1
program which featured the crowning of a queen and recognition of the 1962 Douglas High School class, the
class to graduate from Douglas. In the left picture, Kadesta Catlett, daughter of Mr. and MM. George Catlett, left,
crowned Black History Week queen by last year's queen, Michelle McGehee, daughter of James McGehee and
Pearlie KindeL Her attendants were, left to right, Melissa Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Perry Johnson, Althia
Parham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Parham, and Marva Payne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mose Payne. Escorting
Memorial Hospital which was later
erected on Poplar Street in Murray and
known as the William Mason Memorial
Hospital, this being done in 1920."
The hospital became a commn-ntty
hospital in 1947 and since that time the
facilities became outdated and new
structures have been erected to serve
the people of Murray and Calloway
County and the surrounding area.
Our present hospital is a credit to the
community and we are thankful for the
many wonderful doctors, nurses,
technicians, dietietians, custodians,
etc., along with the Hospital Board
members who have served with out-
standing progressive leadership.
We are proud of the progress, but it is
good to reminisce of earlier days and be
thankful for the services of those who
served our area in past years.
upcoming area Special Olympics
events — the Region I District
Basketball Tournament at Paducah
Tilghman High School March 9-10, the
Pennyrile District Track and Field
Meet in Hopkinsville April 21, and the
Purchase District Track and Field
Meet at Murray State April 27.
Gayle Wadlington, West Kentucky
coordinator for Special Olympics, said
the project by the sorority will make it
possible for six participants and two
chaperones to make the trip to Lansing.
They will leave on Monday.
Participants are: Roy Coble and
Danny Curd, both of Clinton; Doug
Pitts and Ralph Cathy, both of Murray;
and Bill Brown and Quinster Harrold,
both of Hopkinsville. They will compete
in snow shoeing and tubing ( sliding
down a hillside course on inner tubes)
and attend teaching clinics during the
threeday event. - — —
Chaperones, along with Wadlington,
will be Jean Shade of Henderson and
Mary Holland' of Paducah, who served
as co-chairwomen of the Sigma Sigma
Sigma fund-raising effort.
Besides Kentucky and Michigan,
states to have representatives in the
competition will be Indiana, Illinois,
and Ohio, along with the Canadian
province of Ontario.
Wadlington said the six participants
who will make the trip are "tremen-
dously excited because this is a new
experience for all of them — one they
will undoubtedly remember for the rest
of their lives."
1979 fiscal year next Sept. 30 with a
deficit of $59 million on projected
revenues of $2.819 billion and expenses
of $2.878 billion.
J.R. Durall, power financing officer,
said the additional $41 million is to
decrease TVA's use of depreciation to
help pay the $655 million interest on its
$8 billion to $9 billion debt this year fcr
building six new nuclear plants.
Dural' said three bond-rating ser-
vices told TVA it could lose its
preferential AAA credit rating if
operating revenues continue to fall
short of the amount needed to cover
interest payments.
TVA has been using value
depreciation of its existing power
plants to pay some of the interest on
borrowings to build the new plants
since 1975. The bond-rating firms said
that depreciation should be going into
bricks and mortar rather than to cover
interest, Durall said.
Without the extra $41 million from
consumers, he said, TVA would have to
use depreciation to pay $100 million of
the interest costs in 1979. The 6.5 per-
cent rate hike will enable TVA to cover
97 percent or all but about $20 million of
the interest with revenues actually
coming in, he said.
Schultz Appointed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Fred
Schultz, former superintendent of the
Murray Independent School System,
has been named acting deputy state
superintendent of public instruction to
replace Raymond Barber, who
resigned to become a Democratic
candidate for state superintendent.
State Superintendent James Graham
also named Robert Spillman as acting
deputy superintendent for occupational
education to fill the position vacated by
James Baker.
p.m. local time (7:20 a.m. EST).
Officials said one flew to Frankfurt,
West Germany, and the other to Rome.
Two British military transports and a
Jordanian jetliner also were refused
landing permission, and there was no
explanation of why they were turned
away or why the departure of the
Americans was being delayed.
Passengers were escorted by armed
guards right up to the steps of the
planes. Baggage was combed by
customs officials even before the
Americans were allowed to begin
boarding the special rescue flights.
Those holding diplomatic passports
were taken out of line and briefly held
under armed guard before being
allowed to rejoin other passengers.
The Americans traveled to the air-
port on 15 buses carrying armed
Khomeini irregulars and passed by
Tehran University, a hotbed of political
activity during the final stages of the
revolt. Evacuating Americans said
they had heard some firing near the
,embassy staging area where they spent
the night, but that otherwise the night
had passed uneventfully.
While driving past the university,
they said some Iranians gave them
nasty looks and shook their fists but
made no attempt to impede the convoy.
A U.S. official traveling with the group
said of the Khomeini guards, "they
were nice guys."
Two jumbo jets chartered from Pan
American World Airways were waiting
at the airport to take the Americans to
Rome and Frankfurt, West Germany.
On Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, three
jumbos a day will fly out more
Americans. In addition to the 747s, an
Air Force C-141 transport landed in
Tehran today to aid in the evacuation.
today's index













chance of  snow
A chance of snow tonight and
Sunday. Lows tonight in the
upper teens. Highs Sunday in the
20s to low 30s. Winds nor-
theasterly to 10 mph. The
probability of precipitation is 50
percent tonight and Sunday.
Monday through Wednesday
The extended forecast calls for
a chance of rain or snow about
Tuesday or Wednesday. Highs
through the period will be in the
30s and 40s, with lows mostly in
the teens and 20s.
the queen and her attendants were, back row, left to right, Craig Johnson, hidden behind Miss Catlett, Kenny Davis,
Kim Sims and Joe Reed. Timothy Foster escorted Miss McGehee. In the middle picture, the Rev. C. E. Timberlake,
pastor of the St. John Missionary Baptist Church, spoke to the students. Masters of ceremonies for the event were
Canton Bumphis and Artie Petty. Members of the 1962 Douglas class that attended were, right picture, left to right.
Mrs. Ray Walk, Ms. Verna Keys, Ms. Helen Perry, Mrs Pat Jackson and Ms. Mary Skinner.
Staff Photos Ity Debbie N lee
a
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Saturday. February 17
Matrix, musical group from
the West Coast, will appear in
concert at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, at 8
p.m. Tickets are $3 for adults
and $2 for Murray State
students.
Mini-courses in drawing,
painting, and crafts for middle
grade students will start on
4th floor lobby of Fine Arts
Center, Murray State, from 9
to 11 a.m. These will continue
each Saturday through April
7.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet at twelve
noon at the home of Mrs. A. W
Simmons. Jr. A potluck salad
luncheon will be served.
Events Listed For Community Calendar
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Basketball game between
Murray State and Middle
Tennessee Men will be at 12:30
p.m in MSU Fieldhouse
followed by the women's
game The men's game will be
televised.
Drawing workshop of art
students, directed by Dale
Leys, assistant professor of
art at Murray State Univer-
sity, has been rescheduled
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at
Murray High School.
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the





By Abigail Van Buren
1975 Dy Cmcago Trawne N Y News Syna Inc
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago you had some advice in
your column for a woman who was in love with a married
man. It started out, "Never expect to see him on Sundays or
holidays."
I cut it out and stuck it in a book, but now I don't
remember which book it was, and it's -driving me crazy. (My
husband is a college professor and we have at least 10,000
books ia our library!)
I need that letter to show to my daughter who is in love
with a married man. Can you locate it and print it again,
please? Concert by the Murray State
L: IN NEW HAVEN—University Trombone Choir
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavilion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics, and for in-
formation call 437-4229.
•
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at 6.30 p.m. at the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank. Each family is to bring
sandwiches and pie along with
table service for their family.
Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer
are wagonmasters with Jack
and Betty Wagar as
assistants.
Calloway County High
School will have homecoming
activities at Jeffrey gym with
the class of 1974-75 to be
honored and the queen to be
crowned. Following the
Calloway-St. Mary's games, a
dance for students and 1974-75
class graduates will be held at
10:15 p.m. with music by
Dennis Crawford's Sound
Products.
Qualifications for the State
Drama Festival of the Ken-
tucky High School Speech
League will be held from 8
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Student
Center Auditorium. This is
open to the public.
Kentucky Lake Hereford
Association Show and Sale will
be at A. Carman Pavilion,
University Farm, with shown
at 9 a.m. and sale at 12 noon.
This is open to the public.
Sunday, February 18
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dill will be
honored on their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception
from 2 to 5 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church, Dovep, Tenn.
The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
DEAR L.: Here it is:
Dear Abby: May I give your readers the benefit of my
very valuable experience? I address this to any woman who
is "in love" with • married man:
Never expect to see him on Sundays or holidays.
Never call him at home.
Don't ever expect him to take you out in public, but be
prepared to entertain HIM at your place. He may bring a
bottle or the steaks occasionally, but in actual dollars and
cents you will spend more on him that he'll spend on you.
Never depend on him in times of personal crisis.
Don't believe him when he tells you his wife is a shrew,
cold, homely, too fat (or too thin) and she hasn't slept with
him for 10 years.
Don't ever expect his wife to divorce him — even if she
catches him. She knows you are not his first, and won't be
his last. Also, she is not about to give up her social status,
financial security and retirement income because of you.
However, her discovery will probably terminate his affair
with you, so be prepared to get some new clothes, circulate,
and find another married man whose wife is a shrew, cold,
homely, too fat (or too thin) and hasn't slept with him for 10
years. Sign me ..
His Wife
DEAR ABBY: I want to thank you for turning me on to
what I consider the best place for a young man to meet a
nice young woman. In church!
I wrote to several local churches, asking if they sponsored
any social  group for young adults. The response was amaz-
ing. Within a molitThad become inv@ved inThiFediffaireiir—
groups — Lutheran, Methodist and Nazarene—all
interesting and well-attended.
Now my evenings are filled with a variety of ac-
tivities—potluck dinners, dances, Bible studies, to name a
few. I have met several eligible, intelligent and beautiful
young women. (And they're not prudes. either.)
For every lonely man reading this, there are probably two
lonely women wishing they could meet him. No more singles
bars for me. I've got all I can handle now. In case you're
wondering, I'm a 27-year-old physician.
DOC: K.C., MO.
DEAR DOC: Your prescription will send a lot of people to
church. (Especially those who never had a prayer.)
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and • long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212
will be at 3:30 p.m. in Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State. This is free and
open to the public.
Monday, February 19
Jonathan-Aurora Action
Committee will meet at 7 p.m.
at Kenlake Lodge. This is open
to the public.
___ Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association,
International ( NSA ) will have
a potluck dinner at 6:30 p.m.
at the Peoples Bank Branch.
Dr. Harvey Elder will speak.
Pictures for Secretaries Week
Tabloid will be taken at 8:15
p.m.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
potluck dinner at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house. Members will
bring guests and Sen. ,ichard
Weisenberger will be speaker.
Calloway County Schools'
--defeki-P-
n t of the Educational
Improvement Plan will be at
5:30 p.m. at Southwest
Elementary School. „../
Edwin McArthur, opera star
from St. Louis, Mo., will
conduct special classes at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State, through
Feb. 22. For information call
762-4288.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have a
churchwide potluck supper at
the fellowship hall at 6:30 p.m.
with meetings of Methodist
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Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall, Highway 121 North,
Ruling Star Lodge F. Si A.
M. will meet at 6 p.m. at the
lodge hall. Important business
will be discussed and all
members are urged to attend.
Boy Scout Eagle Court of
Honor will be held in the
sanctuary of the First
Christian Church at 7 p.m.
Special coffee house,
sponsored by local chapter of
National Organization for
Women, will be held at Hart
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity, at 7:30 p.m. This is open
to the public and for in-
formation call 767-2416 or 767-
2811.




meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is open to all
single adults, regardless of
reason, over 18 years of age.
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the lodge hall
located on north side of court




Citizens will meet in Room
240, Special Education
Building, Murray State
University, at 7:30 p.m_
Tuesday, February 211
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at -7 p.m in the band
room at the high school with
special important events to be
discussed.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
10 a.m.
Senior Adult Group of First
Baptist Church will have a
potluck luncheon at 12 noon in
the fellowship hall of the
church.
Public Hearing on the
Development of the
Educational Improvement
Plan for the Murray City
Schools will be held for
Murray Elementary Schools
at 7 p.m.
Public Hearing on the
Development of the
Educational Improvement
Plan for Calloway County
Schools will be held at North
'Calloway School at 5:30 p.m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at 7:30 p.m. with
the contest for high school
instrumentalists to be
featured.
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Jo
Williams, 1512 Canterbury, at
7 p.m.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Church-witating party
of the Memorial Baptist
Church will be at the Murray
Roller Rink at 8 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls





Teacher Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the school with
program by Dr. Jack Rose,
Joanna Adams, and Joy
Waldrop.
Barrow Show, sponsored by
Kentucky Department of
Education and open to youth
and adult hog producers
across West Kentucky, will be
at West Kentucky Livestock
Exposition Center. This is free
and open to the public.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
business meeting at 10:30
a.m., lunch at noon, and
visiting at 1 p.m.
Wednesday, February 21
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Parent's Corner 1




relationships. It is a column
that developed out of weekly
dialogues between parents
who are members of the
Murray chapter of, Parents
Anonymous, a self-help group
for parents experiencing
problems involving the
emotional and physical abuse
of children.
The intent of the column is
to help others understand that
questions regarding child
rearing are important to all of
us interested in improving the
quality of our relationships
with our children. The options
that are considered are not
exhaustive and may not work
with every child.
Readers are asked to
respond to these ideas and
submit questions of their own.
Please send question to
Parents Corner, The Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 32,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
HEALTH
The topic covered this week
is:
Question — What should be
done to stop a child under two
from hitting his parents or
others when he is angry
because he doesn't get what he
wants?
Options:
1. Stating in a firm voice the
words "no" or "stop," or "we
do not hit other people when
we are angry."
2. If the behavior continues
you can hold the child's arms
or body and attempt to
restrain him-her until they are
relatively calm. If the hitting
stops and the child proceeds to
tantrum he or she may be
allowed to do this provided
they are not hurting them-
selves or anyone else.
3. If at all possible the
parent should attempt to
distract the child's attention to
another activity and try to get
the child involved in
something he can do that is
more appropriate.
Nosebleed problem
DEAR DR. LAMB — Two
years ago I had a nosebleed.
I had a nose doctor cauterize
it. About two months ago I
seemed to have a dizzy feel-
ing for about five minutes
and then it went away. The
doctor checked me and
found I had neither high nor
low blood pressure.
Two weeks ago, I had
another nosebleed. The nose
doctor packed it at the hospi-
tal. I stayed in the hospital
six days. My blood pressure
was taken four times a day,
and it was neither low nor
high.
I asked the doctor what
could have caused this, and
the only reason he could give
FOR SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY 18, 1979
• What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gri'
You're looking for more
efficient ways to meet your
work schedule. A social
function could have business
ramifications.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Harmonious relations with
others put you in a mellow




(May 21 to June 20)
In the mood to get things
done around the house, you'll
find pleasure in routine tasks.
Everyone seems willing to
cooperate.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Serious talks with loved
ones now lead to greater
closeness. Also, leisure
moments spent in each other's
company are very pleasant.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug.
Inviting co-workers to your
home now insures greater
cooperation on the work scene
in days to come. Share ideas
with family members.
VIRGO 
111DV`—( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Introducing your loved one
to friends and neighbors now
brings special joy. Whatever
you do together insures
greater rapport.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Lt—Lni
Attempts to beautify your
surroundings go well. A
shopping expedition leads you
to just what you need. Buy
something for a loved one.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt,
You can charm others now.
Pleasant conversadons with
old friends and loved ones
mark this day when you
should keep in touch.
SAGITIARIUS - 116
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) it iir-fr
Rummaging around the
attic could lead to the
discovery of some valuable or





(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi (C1
Wear something special %1
this day when others are llkly
to be drawn towards you.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
Accept invitations and keep in
contact with old friends.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)141'r
Confidential meetings re
financial ventures and career
planning run smoothly. A-
secret admirer wants to in-
clude you in a business deal.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC'
Attendance at a community
function could lead to some
pleasant introductions. Loved
ones are supportive. A
pleasant time for all!
YOU BORN TODAY are
drawn to law, politics, and
public service. Somewhat
idealistic and independent,
you do not care much for
resi5+5fiebillty, though—you— benefits needn't lead to ox.
want to do something for travagance, careless behavior
mankind. Though you can or self-righteousness.
succeed in business, and can
deal in large scale financial
operations, monetary gain is
usually not your prime
motivation. Attracted to both
theater and literature, you can
succeed at both. In a position
of prominence, you're likely to
do something to improve the
lot of your fellow man. Bir-
thdate of: Wendell Wilkie,
politician; John Ruskin,




What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)erk—rt--‘
The unexpected marks
business dealings. Friends are
erratic, perhaps, contrary.
Affairs at a distance bring
mixed results.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
It will be difficult to get the
necessary cooperation for
business success. Others are
contrary and intent on their
own purposes.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)aap-
An unexpected work load
could lead to frayed nerves. A
talk with a loved one though
lifts your spirits. Superiors
seem uninterested.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Romantic plans are subject
to unexpected changes,
though job-related affairs
proaper. Be careful of ex-
travagance in the p.m.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)12442
Friction at home may make
you want to go out tor the
evening. Escapist tendencies
could lead to financial ex-
cesses or health abuse.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WI'
In the mood to work in-
dependently, you may map at
a co-worker. By day's end,
you'll find peace of mind and
privacy at home.
LIBRA
1Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 41--r1
Razzle-dazzle techniques
with finances could leave you
short. Social life with friends
is soothing providing you don't
stay up too late.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In/ eV
Watch out for accidents
around the house. Career
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Unexpected news may not
be to your liking. Later
overnight guests may disrupt
domestic routine. Be careful
not to go overboard in your
role as host.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
An unexpected request for
cash could mar a friendship.
Alone with your thoughts, you
may not come up with the
right business solution.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) IM
The boss may be somewhat
tempermental today, putting
everyone on edge. You could
be easily led astray when it
comes to money.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20))(CI.
Be careful not to give un-
wanted advice or you may
receive a put-down. Watch out
for escapist tendencies at
work. Protect health.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more independent than the
typical Piscean and do best
when working alone. You have
good business abilities and
can succeed in large en-
terprises. Drawn to the arts,
you can find happiness in
music, acting and writing. At
times, your tempermental
nature works against you arid
you lapse into depression.
You're capable of magnifying
small woes into large worries
and much of your creative
power can be sapped this way.
Inclined to the spiritual, you
view your vocation as your
mission in life. Birthdate of
Lee Marvin, actor; Carson
McCullers, author; and Stan
Kenton, band leader
was pollen in the air. I am
concerned about this. What
do you think could have
caused the nosebleed?
DEAR READER — The
doctor who examined you
would be in the best position
to know the real cause of the
nosebleed. Most nosebleeds
are caused by injury.
In young people the injury
may involve the tip of the
nose. The tip of the nasal
septum is very vascular. A
small injury here may cause
bleeding.
A common cause for in-
jury is picking the nose. This
may be a habit, but it's more
apt to occur if the secretions
in the •nose have dried and
are irritating.
Drying the tip of the nose
can be avoided by gently
rubbing the inside of the tip
of the nose with Vaseline
each day. Some people rec-
ommend baby oil, but I don't
like it because it's too fluid
and there is a possibility that
a little may be inhaled
through the nasal passages
into the lungs.
In middle-aged and older
people a nosebleed may oc-
cur from a crack in a dis-
eased artery. These are
higher up in the nose and
there's not much you can do
about them.
You do not have to have
high blood pressure to bleed
from such a crack in a
diseased artery. Of course,
if the pressure is high, bleed-
ing may be a bit more
profuse.
What should you do if you
have a nosebleed? Unless
you feel faint or are in a
shocklike condition, the best
procedure is to sit upright.
recommend patients lean
forward a little so that any
bleeding does run out the
nose instead of down the
back of the throat.
You should go to a doctor
itras*vc nosebleerj.
at the front of the nose which
can be controlled readily by
pinching the tip of the nose
tightly for about five min-
utes.
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
The nosebleeds further
back in the nose associated
with small arteries can be
rather profuse. These are all
best treated by inserting a
nasal pack.
If you have recurrent
nosebleeds, a redoubled ef-
fort must be made to locate
the exact site of bleeding. If
there is a dried spot in part
of the nose (turbinate), an
operation may be required
to correct that area.
In rare 'bases it may be
necessary to tie off an artery
that is supplying the area
that bleeds.
In any case, these are all
individual decisions that
must be made in conjunction
with where the bleeding
comes from and how severe
the nosebleeds are.
NOISES IN THE EAR
bother more than 30 million
Americans. Those who want
information on what this
means and what can be done
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for The
Health Letter number 12-10,
Help For Tinnitus: Noise Or
Ringing In The Ears. Send
your request to Dr. Lamb in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
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Murray Business News Wes




"It all started when I got
tired of having to go out of
town to buy blended pipe
tobacCo," so said Joe Cohoon,
owner of the Smoke Shoppe.
The Smoke Shoppe, located
at 102 North 5th Street, has
been open two months now
and features, blended pipe
tobacco, imported cigars, and
cigarettes, as well as a wide
aray of pipes and smoking
accessories. Some of the
featured pipe brands include:
Savinelli, Jobey, Ben Wade,
Peterson, Meerschaum,
Comoy, GBD and Briarmeer.
As well as tobacco products
and smoking accessories the
Smoke Shoppe features pipe
repair, a pipe of the month
club and a mail order tobacco
service. "We've sent tobacco
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE
Kentuckian's May Face Shortages
to Somerset and Lexington,
Ky. and some as far as
California," Cohoon added.
Cohoon explained the pipe of
the month club as a service to
regular customers. "We
register the customer and this
entitles them to a special
discount on a pipe once a
month and a 10 percent
discount on anything in the
store on their birthday. In
addition to the discounts when
a member of the club pur-
chases his tenth pipe we give
him one free of the average
value of the other ten pipes
purchased."
For any additional in-
formation regarding any of
the Smoke Shoppe's products
or services store manager
Ken Ashy can be reached at
753-3174.
LANDERS HONORED — District Supervisor Elwood
Young (left) is shown presenting an award to Ray Landers
of the local Otasco store. The presentation was made at
the firm's annual sales meeting and banquet held Sunday
in Memphis and was for Landers' outstanding sales
leadership during 1978. The awards presentation were
part of a day-long meeting at which store managers and
employees viewed new spring merchandise and were
given a report on the company's very successful 1978.
Otasco is headquartered in Tulsa and operates more than




Where money is involved, it's wise to let us help
you with important decisions. Let us be your
financial partner
The Spanish dollar, a
coin valued at eight
"reales" or "piece of
eight" was circulated
around 1750. It was
widely used in the
American colonies and
was the forerunner of




Long lines at service
stations; limited purchases
once you got to the pump; no
gasoline sales on Sunday.
Kentucky motorists con-
fronted these conditions just
five years ago and they may
be coping with them again as a
result of Iran's sharply cur-
tailed oil production.
In fact, some Kentucky
service stations already are
beginning to feel the pinch.
One gas station in Louisville,
dosed one evening recently,
had a big "out of gas" sign
plastered in the window.
Continued absence of
Iranian oil, unless offset by
increased production by Saudi
Arabia, could mean acute
gasoline shortages by sum-
mer, heating oil shortages
next winter and higher prices
for both products, US. of-
ficials warn.
"The way it looks now,
we're going to be in trouble if
something doesn't change,"
said Ray Stoess, executive
director of the Kentucky
Gasoline Dealers Association.
With snow covering much of
the state, thereby reducing
travel and gas consumption,
supply is tint yet the problem it
will be once the weather
warms, Stoess said.
Still, he notes, Texaco and
Chevron have begun
allocating, or restricting,
supplies to Kentucky dealers.
"I hope we don't go back to the
situation of 1973 with the long





should regard the shortage of
oil caused by the political
crisis in Iran "as proapec-
lively more serious" than that
caused by the Arab embargo
in 1973 and 1974.
The tone at Ashland Oil is
not as gloomy, though
spokesman Dan Lacy said,
"It's hard to predict what's
going to happen."
"Our gasoline inventories as
well as inventories of crude oil
are very good and our
refineries have been operating
at capacity," said Lacy.
"As of this moment, we
don't really have a problem
with supplies of gasoline," he
added, nothing that Ashland
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD Vice President and Held Manager Marvin A. Watkins
of Omaha, Nebraska, presented a 5-year Service Award to Field Representative C Tim
Scruggs of Murray, left. Watkins presented the award at a sales meeting of West Ken-
tucky Woodmen field representatives held recently in Murray.
Meet Amos McCarty, Jr. and Glenda Smith, Sales Associates of the month for Loretta
Jobs Realtors. "We're pleased to recognize the accomplishments and dedication
shown by Amos and Glenda in their profession," said Loretta lobs, in making the
presentations. Total listings for January for the two were S282,900.
James Eck Promoted
MORRISTOWN, NJ — The
promotion of James Eck to
terminal manager at the
Paducah facility located at 711
Terrell Street, Paducah, 42001
has been announced at
Cooper-Jarrett headquarters
by Donald Eggert. southwest
division manager.
Prior to taking over the
position, Eck served as sales
representative at the Bucyrus
location Before joining
Cooper-Jarrett. Eck spent
several years with other
motor carriers having
positions of terminal manager
and of sales representative
Eck. a native of Coldwater,
Mich. attended Drake College
in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. is
active in the Elks Club and
holds membership in Delta-
Nu-Alfa Transportation and
Distribution Association
He is married to the former
Susan F Karpen and has one
child







FORT WORTH, TX -- The
US. Radio Shack division of
Tandy Corporation recorded
sales of $72,175,000 for the
month of January, a 19 per-
cent gain over sales of
$60,470,000 in January 1978.
Sales of U.S. Radio Shack
stores in existence more than
one year rose 19 percent
during January 1979.
Radio Shack's parent com-
pany, Tandy Corporation,
reported that consolidated
sales for the month of January
were $94,139,000, an increase
of 20 percent over the s3rne
month last year
'That's right! I got my new
financed from the same
place I got my Shield..."
"MFA Insurance!11
F and 11,40.11(
F.., eV see,' lertth* ,toteds hie health home
and rat mu k3ok to MFA Inautaree
ve tee the Shtekt n Shelve/ kw









does not have its dealers on
allocation.
Officials at Ashland have
said the firm could face a five
to 10 percent decrease, or
shortfall, in crude oil supplies
in the second quarter as a
result of the Iranian situation.
Lacy said, though, that the
shortfall could be made up
from alternative sources,
including Ashland's
arrangement to purchase up
to 90,000 barrels of oil a day
from Mexico.
Though Schlesinger has said
he does not anticipate gasoline
rationing for the country, his
department has put together a
plan for limiting gasoline
consumption that, among
other things, would require
gasoline stations to close early
and on Sunday.
Closing on Sunday,
however, would not solve the
shortage problem, said Add-
dison Nabb Sr., president of
the state dealers association,
noting that drivers would just




Biggest gainers: Ashland Oil
(NYSE), to 38 from 35%;
Brown-Forman B (AMEX), to
33% from 33%; Liquid





Board of Directors on Feb. 8,
1979 declared a regular
quarterly dividend of 11 cents
per share payable March 9 to
shareholders of record
February 23. At the regularly
scheduled meeting, directors
reviewed Integon's third
consecutive record year of




In a separate action, the
board adopted a resolution
that seeks shareholder ap-
proval for moving Integon's
charter to the state of
Delaware.
J.E. Collette, president of
Lntegon, said such a move
would have no direct effect on
Integon's day-to-day
operations or its commitment
to remain a North Carolina-
based company.
Collette said further in-
formation about the proposed
change would be included in a




In the United States
economy, Datsun's dealership
organization — with sales of
$4.4 billion in 1977 — is bigger
than Coca-Cola, Boeing and
the 3-M Company.
The organization consists of
1060 Datsun dealers including
Murray Datsun
This is one of the many
findings in a newly-released
study prepared by Harbridge
House of Los Angeles and
commissioned by Nissan
U.S.A., distributor of Datsun
cars and trucks in the United
States.
Robert 0. Link, Nissan
U.S.A.'s vice president and
general manager of sales, in
releasing the study noted that
Harbridge House concludes
that the combined sales by
Datsun's dealers not only
influence the national
economy but are a significant
factor in the local community.
"In 1977, Datsun dealers
contributed $663 million to the
local economies of the nation
in the form of wages to em-
ployees, local taxes, and
purchases of assets," said
Link.
"In addition, more than $216
million was spent by Datsun
dealerships at 54,080 business
establishments, including gas
stations, parts stores and auto
body shops."
Another community con-
tribution is the more than $195
million returned to the local
communities from the interest
on automobile loans financed
through local banks by Datsun
buyers.
What if import quotas were
imposed which would switch
25 percent of Datsun sales to
domestic models?
According to the study, this
would result in a loss of more
than $56 million in port-related
and transportation costs,
taxes, payroll, advertising,
assets, leases and exports —
none of which could be made
up by domestic sales.
Although the transfer of
sales would enable an average
domestic dealer to sell three
more units per month, the
study concludes that his would
not be a sufficient volume to
hire additional personnel.
Thus, more than 8,500 jobs
connected directly and in-
directly with Datsun
dealership operations would
be lost due to any quota policy
which would be designed to
"save" American jobs.
"There are always hidden
social costs associated with
federal intervention in a
competitive market," the
study concluded, "and these
costs are usually jobs."
VALENTINE WINNER — Efttrny Edwards (left) is pictured here presenting Rita Elkins
with a pair of shoes from the Shoe Shack. The Shoe Shack located at 106 North Fourth
Street, gave two pairs of shoes to Mrs. Elkins as a Valentine's Day promotion. Mrs.


















A decade hence, men may
manufacture priceless alloys in
the weightless environment of
permanently orbiting space sta-
tions. By the late 1990s, huge
space satellites may gather the
sun's power and transmit it to
earth in quantities and at a cost
that could help solve our energy
problems. And by the early dec-
ades of the 21st century, human
colonies in space may facilitate
the further exploration of the
universe.
Given existing technology,
there is every reason to believe
that these are practical possibili-
ties. But if these goals are to be
realized and, more to the point, if
those feats are to be performed
by Americans, Congress and the
Carter administration must
begin now to plan for a space
program capable of yielding
such benefits and others as yet
unimagined.
It was probably inevitable that
this country's initial excitement
over the space program would
fade after the dramatic success-
es of the Apollo program with its
epochal moon landings. But pub-
lic indifference and an accompa-
nying drift in space policy have
continued too long.
In large part, this public
malaise reflects a failure of lead-
ership and vision in Washington.
The Carter budgetary restraints
have only lately arrived on the
scene. Yet the budget of the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has been declin-
ing for years. Measured in con-
stant dollars, the Carter adminis-
tration's proposed $9.7 billion
NASA budget for fiscal year 1980
is less than half the amount spent
on the space program in 1965.
Measured against the potential
benefits to be derived from space
and space-spawned technology,
NASA's share of the federal
budget is grossly inadequate.
But even in an era of relative
austerity, NASA's budget crunch
springs more from indecision
To The Editor
over the future of the space
program than from any fiscal
considerations. In truth, the
United States has no long-range
space program worthy of the
name.
The policy proposals outlined
by the White House last October
amount to little more than a
holding pattern for NASA once
the space shuttle project is oper-
ational. In a typical example of
political doubletalk, the policy
mandates maintenance of this
country's existing lead in space
technology while providing no
budgetary or project commit-
ments that would ensure such
superiority..
The rest of the world is not
waiting. The Soviet Union contin-
ues to appropriate massive sums
for its space efforts even while it
seeks to purchase from the West
the technological innovations
that would permit it to surpass
the United States. Western Euro-
pean countries pool their re-
sources in support of the budding
European Space Agency.
And while the United States
and its Western European allies
obviously hope that the explora-
tion and exploitation of space can
be, accomplished for peaceful
purposes, it would be imprudent
to ignore the military potential of
the Soviet program.
For all these reasons, we hope
that 1979 will be a year for
profound debate and decision on
the future course of this coun-
try's space policy.
The Senate already has before
it two blueprints for a long-range
space program. Sen. Harrison H.
Schmitt, R-N.M., and a former
Apollo astronaut, has offered an
ambitious and visionary agenda
stretching into the 21st century.
More modest is the 10-year plan
outlined in policy legislation in-
troduced by Sen. Adlai Stevenson
HI, D-lll.
We find merit in both propos-
als. More importantly, we see in
these bills the seeds for the most
significant space policy debate
since the 1960s. It comes not a
moment too soon.
Dear Editor.
I wish to go on record as being op-
posed to the plan for four-laning Main
Street in Murray, Ky., I am a retired
professor of art at Murray State
University. I am also a home-owner
and I have chosen to remain in this city
in my retirement. I give the following
as some of the masons for my op-
position to proposed plans:
1. As a world traveler, I have ob-
served that visitors travel to see both
the old and the new. A viable and
progressive city needs some of each. In
Murray we have already let some of the
old be destroyed and we should strive to
preserve the best of what is left — our
square and our Main Street.
2. The present aesthetic appearance
of our Main Street would be largely
destroyed with the removal of many
trees, with traffic running close to
buildings and with the inevitable slum
appearance which would result.
3 One way streets and improved
turning lanes at both Twelfth Street and
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Sixteenth Street should be tried before
the great expenditures of money should
be committed.
4. The cost of this project would result
in a great reduction in the quality of our
city instead of improving the quality.
5. Four laning of Main Street would
result in both noise and air pollution
increase and would present a very
dangerous pedestrian crossing at any
point between Sixth and Sixteenth
Streets.
6. Business houses presently locating
on Main Street would have great dif-
ficulty in getting customers into their
places of business and probably greater
difficulty in getting them out.
7 The long construction period would
have a very bad effect on Main Street
business. Some might be forced to quit.
8. The bottleneck at 16th Street is not
sufficiently well planned as the 400 ft.
narrowing leads into a very narrow
street with very steep banks on sides.
9 Since the lot size of-each property
will be much smaller after the right of
way would be purchased by the state
the remaining size would not be suf-
ficient to make either viable home or
business sites. The fact would hasten
deterioration of the apperance of the
street
10 The planning and execution of an
outer belt would greatly serve the
traffic which does not wish to enter the
city. This should have been done years
ago but would still be feasible. A
designated truck route would be
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(.9 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes.)
The William Shadrach
Futrell Family
This account of the William Shadrach
Futrell family came to me from Mrs.
Leamon Hendon a few years ago, and
since we have been discussing family
migrations to Kentucky lately, I
thought it should • be included.
"In about 1750 or 1760, when the
original thirteen colonies were still
subject to the crown of England, there
was born in Northampton County,
North Carolina, a boy by the name of
William Shadrach Futrell, whose
descendants, like Jacob of old, have
become almust as innumerable as the
sands in the sea. Of his father and
mother and other relatives we have no
record, as of his early life there is
nothing known.
We find that in the year 1799, with the
true pioneer spirit of the times, and
probably on the glowing report of some
pioneer who had come to Christian
County, Kentucky, he moved into the
waters of Donelson Creek, on the east
side of the Cumberland River, in that
part of the country that later formed
Trigg County. Shadrach Futrell, his
sons, daughters and their families, and
a younger brother John, along with
other neighbors and friends bade
farewell to their kindred and friends
and started on their long journey to
Kentucky where they could find plenty
of good land and establish homes.
They came over the rough mountain
country, over hills so steep that when
they wend down they would-lock all the
wheels of the wagons and then cut down
a tree and tie it to the wagon to hold it
off the oxen. They finally reached
Nashborough where they secured a
flatboat and loaded their families and
all their things on the boats and floated
down the Ciunberland River, expecting
to find the mouth of Donelson Creek.
But for some cause they passed the
creek and landed at what is now Can-
ton, Kentucky. From there Shadrach
Futrell settled near the head of
Donelson Creek. There he bought or
patented land and he and his children
began the laborious task of founding a
home in the wilderness. He engaged in
farming and also erected the first still
to make whiskey in what is now Trigg
County.
As a businessman he was a success
and he accumulated a large estate for
that early day in the wilderness. He
died in 1818 at his home on Donelson
Creek; that part of Christian County
was administrated by Levi Lancaster,
and the papers of said administration
are still to be seen. According to the
records of his administrator, it took
three days to sell his property at public
sale. He left four children—two sons
and two daughters; Nathan Futrell,
Thomas Futrell, Rebecca, wife of
David Calhoun, and one daughter who
was the wife of Cullen Thomas.
There is very little known about
Thomas Futrell, but from what I can
learn, he spent his life in the country
around Donelson Creek and was the
operator of a mill to grind corn and
wheat into meal and flour. His mill was
run by horse power and he was known
as Horse Mill Tom Futrell. He had four
sons; Wiley, John, Dellum, and Cullen
Futrell.
Rebecca, the daughter of Shadrach
Futrell, married David Calhoun, and
the family, along with Nathan Futrell
Bible Thought
"Blessed are your eyes, for they
see: and your ears, for they hear."
Matthew 13:16
lesus Is commending tits disciples
for their spiritual perception. If the
Bible is 'a dull book to you, perhaps
you have never met the Author, He









and family moved after the death of
their father in 1818 to the west side of
the Cumberland River. David Calhoun
settled a large tract of land on Lick
Creek, opposite the mouth of Donelson
Creek. He and his family lived in that
part of the country the remainder of
their lives and died somewhere bet-
ween 1860 and 1870. They raised several
children. One of his daughters, Martha,
married Benjamin Champion. After
several years they moved from Trigg
County to Stewart County, Tennessee,
where they lived to be very old. They
left children, Wits, who became a
doctor, and David. Another child of
David Calhoun, Polly, married her
cousin Shadrach Futrell, son of Nathan.
Clarissa Calhoun married Solomon
Jones. They had three sons and one
daughter. M.C. (Malachi) and Thomas
Renton Jones spent their entire lives in
Trigg County. M.C. died in 1920 and
T.B. in 1926. David Jones served in the
Confederate army and moved to Butler
County, Missouri in 1887, and died in
1897. Arnanda Jones married her cousin
Perry Futrell and died in 1935 at the age
of 90.
After the death of Solomon Jones,
Clarissa Calhoun Jones married Joseph
Futrell, son of Winborn, and they had
three children — Rebecah, who
married James Kilgore and died in
1882; Mary, who married William
Bourland and who lived with her sister
Martha in Hardin County, Tennessee.
Dick G. Calhoun, son of David, after
living in Trigg County many years,
moved to Stone County, Arkansas in
1887, where he spent his remaining.
years. William Calhoun, son of David,
lived between the rivers near Pleasant
Hill Church until 1852, when he moved
to... the east .side.. at the. 
River. His farm was just below the
mouth of Donelson Creek, and most of it
was between the creek and the river;
here he developed one of the finest
farms in the county and raised a family
of 16 children, eight boys and eight
girls. His boys were: Perry, Skinner,
Ricks, Henry, Joe, Thomas, Griffin,
and Robert. The girls were Polly
(married James Futrell, then Hum-
phrey Lawrence), Rebecca (married a
George), Mildred (married a Milam),
Martha (married a Sholar), Sarah
(married her cousin Albert Futrell,
then a Rutledge), Belle ( married a
Littlejohn), Betty (married a Futrell),
and Eliza.
All 16 children spent their entire lives
in Trigg County, except Thomas who
moved to Stewart County, Tennessee,
in 1896. William. father of these 16, was
a prosperous farmer, and in his last
years was engaged in transporting
timber to New Orleans on a flatboat. He
died in 1876. His son Griffin bought his
home place; he was born here and lived
and died in the same house. He died in







It was the great American
philosopher and psychologist William
James (1842-1910) whose definition of
self-esteem must certainly be worth at
least a dozen of the "self-help" how-to-
get-along-with-myself-without-really-
trying books currently on the market.
In his text entitled Psychology:
Briefer course James defined self-
esteem as equal to our successes
divided by our pretensions.
Funny, Funny
World
You can't believe how pervasive the
Arab influence is on our financial
world. The other day I learned that oneSaudi Arabian owns 30 percent of abank in Chicago and 26 percent of
another bank in New York — and 14
percent of my nephew's piggy bank.(Joey Adams)
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Board of
Education met here with an Advisory
Committee previously appointed by the
board concerning the possible merger
of the Calloway County and Murray
Independent School Systems.
Deaths reported include William
(Will) Lawrence, 89, Laymon Puckett,
68, Bonnie Newt Adams, 78, and Orville
Hendricks, 64.
Jack Wallis of Murray has recently
been promoted to the rank of Sgt. E-5
while stationed with the Army at Fort
Ord, Calif.
John Ed Scott was presented with his
20Y earsAgo
Three bills to relieve problems of
Kuttawa residents posed by con-
struction of Barkley Dam and flooding
or relocation of their homes and
property were introduced today in
Congress. The measures were spon-
sored by Sens. John Sherman Cooper
and Thruston B. Morton and by Rep.
Frank A. Stubblefield of Murray.
Marjorie Shroat Huie, assistant
cashier for the Bank of Murray, will
leave tomorrow to attend the annual
meeting of the Kentucky Group of the
award in the statewide Tom Wallace
Farm Forestry Awards Contest at the
awards luncheon held at the Brown
Hotel, Louisville.
Births reported include a boy,
Christopher Todd, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Don Neale on Feb. 13.
The Murray State University Racers
beat the Morehead Eagles 91 to 89 in an
overtime basketball game here. This
was the 10th Ohio Valley Conference
victory for Murray. Claude Virden was
high for Murray with 32 points and Ron
Gathright got 23 for Morehead.
National Association of Bank Women at
Louisville.
The Lynn Grove High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America
held its Mother-Daughter Banquet at
the Murray Woman's Club House on
Feb. 12. Glenda Cooper was the
toastmistress.
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson McClure and
Tommy Brown are attending the stock
car races at Daytona Beach, Fla.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Buccaneer" starring Yul Brynner
and Charleston Heston.
30 Years Ago 
Otho White, farmer of Hazel,
received ;48 per hundred for 1,315
pounds of dark fired tobacco yesterday
on the Murray Market. E. L.
Kuykendall of Hazel sold 1,060 pounds
for an average of $47 per hundred.
Applications are now being received
,by Dr. W. C. Blackburn, head of the
physical sciences department, Murray
State College for the 1948-49 Donall H.
Sylvester scholarship award.
The Murray State College Racers lost
to Memphis State 62 to 60 in a basket-
40 Years Ago
ball game at Memphis, Tenn.,
Memorial Gym. Schmollinger was highfor Memphis with 14 points and Snow
was high for Murray with 15 points.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie and son,
Billy, and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Crider
and daughter, Margaret, have been the
guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Jacksonand son, Jimmy, of Aberdeen, Miss.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is,"Back in the &aditle" starring Smiley
Burnette, Mary Lee, and Edward
Norris.
Season sales of dark fired tobacco on
the Murray Market for this year now
are averaged at $7.13 per hundred
weight.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Ruby Wicker Truluck, 33, D. F.
Bucy, 81, Frank Eaker, 79, Gerald Lee
Darnell, infant boy, and Mrs. Mary
Jones, 91.
Four hundred farmers and vocational
agriculture students were present Feb.
15 at a one-day school for dairymen
held at Murrajahate College sponsored
by College Agriculture Department,
Murray Milk Products Company, and
County Agent's Department.
Calloway County Sheriff Ira Fox
urges all tax payers to pay their taxes
by March 1 to avoid a penalty of six per
cent.
Dr. Ed Fisher, Dr. Catherine Fisher,
Dr. W. H. Mason, Dr. E. L. Garrett, Dr.
50 Years Ago
An average of $12.56 was reported
this week for the sales of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Elizabeth Bazzell, 69, and Boaz Hem-
don.
The budget of $600 for 1929 for the
Calloway County Health Nurse was
passed by the Calloway County Fiscal
Court. This amount is supplemented by
Red Cross funds given to the county.
New officers of the Murray Building
and Loan Association are C. H. Moore,
V. H. Clark, and N. P. Hutson.
The Murray Rotary Club and the
Business and Professional Women's
Club held a joint dinner meeting on
Feb. 11.
Marriages announced this week
include Miss Fannie Grogan Hendon to_
;a -5
C. H. Jones, and Dr. A. D. Butterworth
attended the Mid-South Medical
Association meeting held in Memphis,
Tenn.
Marriages announced this week
include Miss Thelma Lee Morris to
Edward Chadwick on Feb. 11.
John Key and Chester Marine will
direct the Fourth Sunday singing to be
held Feb. 26 at the Calloway County
Court Room.
Ned Washer hit for 35 points as the
Murray State College basketball team
beat Middle Tennessee 76 to 68 in a
game here. Phillips was high for Middle
with 12 points.
Pink salmon is listed at 10 cents per
can in the ad for Tolley & Carson Food
Market this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Trade Winds" starring Fredric March
and Joan Bennett.
Cohen Stubblefield on Feb. 9.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Murphey on
Feb. 9.
Margot Hayes, American artist, will
present a concert at Murray State
College on Feb. 18. Tickets are 50 cents
for adults and 25 cents for children. •s*
Murray Training beat )(Huey, New
Concord beat Hazel, Murray High beat
Lynn Grove, and Almo beat Faxon in
opening games of the Calloway County
High School Basketball Tournament
J. Stanley Pullen operates the College
Crest Hatchery on the highway located
west of Murray State College.
New wring suits are priced at $20 to
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With 4:06 left in last night's
Murray High-Symsonia clash,
all five Tiger players on the
floor owned four personal
fouls. The Rough Riders,
meanwhile, had gone without
fouling for the entire second
half.
A mismatch? To be sure,
but not in the same direction
as the foul situation. Murray
led 64-43 and was well on its
way to a 78-60 victory over
Symsonia that gave it a
second straight win and im-
proved its season mark to 11-7.
"It was important for us not
to let down after the game
Tuesday," said Murray High
coach Cary Miller, whose
squad had toppled Mayfield,
the state's second-ranked
team, 63-62 three days earlier.
For most of the game, the
Tigers didn't let up against the
Rough Riders, a team that had
defeated St. Mary, the First
Region's second-rated team,
and entered last night's
contest with an 8-11 record.
Murray roared to a 14-5
advantage behind an eight-
point spurt by forward Jeff
Kursave. The 6-3 senior rarely
missed in the first hall, con-
necting on 8-of-12 shots and
scoring 17 points by in-
termissioq,
"Jeff gave us the offense we
needed early," said Miller,
ehose team was without the
services of senior guard Mike
Bradshaw. Bradshaw
sprained an ankle against
Mayfield and is out in-
definitely.
Kursave finished with a
season-high 23 points, despite
sitting out almost the entire
fourth quarter, to lead all
scorers. He helped Murray to
a big 32-18 halftime ad-
vantage.
In the second half, with
Kursave, Nick Swift and Brad
Taylor on the bench much of
the time because of foul
trouble, center Howard Boone
supplied the firepower.
The 6-5 senior sank 7-of-9
shots and finished with 16
points to trail only Kursave
among Tiger scorers.
The difference in fouls and
, free throws was the only
factor that kept Symsonia
from losing by a bigger




By the Associated Press
HAMBURG; West Germany
— The United States has
moved into the final of the
under-21 team tennis com-
petition here after Mel Purcell
and Robert Van't Hof of
California beat West Germans
in semifinal singles matches.
Purcell beat West Ger-
many's Wolfgang Popp 7-6, 2-
6, 6-4 Friday but said he was
unhappy with his per-
formance.
The 19-year-old Murray
native, a student from the
University of Tennessee said,
"I was sluggish, real sluggish.
"I knew where he was going
to hit the ball, but I never
seemed able to move that
way," Purcell said. "He was a
scrapper, but he missed a
couple of setups, and he could
have had me down."
Van't Hof, 19, of Los
Angeles, was much more
accurate and controlled
during his match, beating
Damir Keretic 6-3, 6-3 in 0114
45 minutes. He attacked from
the start with unrelenting
service to overwhelm Keretic.
Purcell faced his biggest
crisis when he trailed 2-4, 30-40
in the final set.
That was where Popp
missed an easy shot at the net
and allowed the blond
American to regain the
initiative he held earlier in the
match.
The American women also
got off to a good start in their
semifinal against Britain.
Mary Lou Piatek, the 17-
yearold national junior indoor
champion from Whiting, Ind.,
was too aggressive and ac-
curate for Anthea Cooper,
Britain's second-string singles
player, and beat her 7-5, 6-2.
The tourney formally is
called the BP Cup.
It's The Truth
We have the largest
----selection of water











• Quality Built for Years
of Trouble-Free Service
Buy Where You Get
The Best Price —
Lowest Selection —
Over 250 in stock ready for immediate
delivery, Size 6 gallon to 120 gallon
Round - table top - trailer heaters - elec
tric and gas
Why so Many Sims Et Types???
"We Want Your Business!"
Murray Supply
208E Main Co. Inc.
Symsonia saw this sequence quite often last night. Jeff Kursave works to get open for a shot (above right) before launching a shot (right) that usually went in. He scored 23 points to pace Murray Nigh
past the Rough Riders 78-60.
Riders were outpointed by 30
points from the field but
managed to outscore Murray
22-10 from the charity stripe.
Symsonia was finally
assessed its first foul with 2:11
left in the game. At that plat,
the difference in fouls stood
Murray 13, Symsonia 1.
"Offensively, we played
well enough. But our defense
was lacking. That may have
accounted for all the fouls,"
said Miller.
Murray High defeated
Symsonia only 53-49 Dec. 12,
and Miller felt the difference
showed. "I hope the im-
provement in those scores
shows how much we've im-
proved," Miller said. "I think
we're certainly more effective
offensively."
The Tigers shot a red-hot 59
percent from the field as they
hit on 34-of-57 attempts.
Symsonia, thanks mainly to a
5-of-21 performance (23
percent) in the first half,
finished 19 of 45 for 42 percent.
Nick Swift canned all six of
his field-goal tries for 12
points, and Brad Taylor hit 5-
of-7 attempts for 10 points.
The Rough Riders were
paced by David Long with 17
points, followed by Ken
Henderson with 16 and Dale
Beach with 13. The loss was
Symsonia's second straight.
''We got ahead early and
were able to play a lot of our
bench ( 11 players)," said
Miller. "That's important this
close to tournament time. It's
good to see how well the
reserves fit in with the star-
ters."
Tracy Nall, a senior at
Murray High, was crowned
See TIGERS, page 6
fiCerS Stand 3rd In-OVC
Meet; Event Ends Today
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
— Three first-place finishes
and a host of qualifiers for
today's finals make Murray
State track coach happy after
one day of competition in the
Ohio Valley Conference indoor
track championships.
"We're right where we want
to be," said Cornell, after his
Racers jumped to a surprising
third-place standing. Murray,
with 34 points, trails only host
Middle Tennessee and
Western Kentucky, eaCh with
39 points.
Other schools and points
accumulated are Eastern
Kentucky, 27; Morehead, 9;
Austin Peay, 5; and Tennessee
Tech, 1.
Murray's Axel Leitmayr
easily won the high jump as
expected with a leap of 6-11.
The holder of the OVC indoor
needed only two jumps to
erase the rest of the com-
petition.
The distance medley relay
team also captured a first
place, finishing in a time of
9:49.2. The squad of David
Warren, Marshall Crawley,
David Rafferty and Richard
Charleston set a new Murray
record with their finish and
qualified for the national
championships March 9-10.
Jerry Odlin won the 3-mile
run with a clocking of 13:26.6,
also good enough to qualify for
the nationals and earn a spot
in the Racer record books.
Odlin topped pre-meet
favorite David Long of
Western Kentucky.
Everton Cornelius finished
fourth in the long jump with a
24-4 mark. The event was won
by Middle Tennessee's Greg




Brown in the 60-yard dash.
Crawley in the 600-meters
(he recorded a personal best
of 1:12.7 in his heat Friday).
The trio of Pat Chimes,
Keith O'Meally and Mitch
Johnston in the 880-yard run.
Rafferty and Warren
the 1000 meters.
The real strength of the
Murray squad, the middle
distances, should net points
for the Racers and strengthen
their hopes for the title.
The eight Murray athletes
who qualified for today's final
are the highest number among
the seven OVC schools. Middle
qualified seven, Eastern
Kentucky, six; Morehead and•
Western Kentucky, five;
Austin Peay, four; and
TennesseeTtin, 615C-
Knicked, Not Beaten
Bulls, In Wake Of Costello Firing,




Mengelt wasn't surprised his
team's coach, Larry Costello,
got fired.
"We all knew something
would happen, and it sure
did," said Mengelt. "Someone
has to be blamed and
somebody has to pay for it.
That's the axiom in the sports
world and that's the lesson of
life."
Mengelt's big surprise came
later Friday night — with six
seconds remaining in the
Bulls' game against the New
York Knicks. Chicago's five-
point lead had been trimmed
to one and New York had the
ball when Knicks guard Ray
Williams tried a court-length
drive, only to be called for
charging.
Mengelt said he was "really
shocked" at the call. "I didn't
see Williams touch anybody.
The referee held up his fingers
indicating 24 had committed a
foul and the only 24 is on the
Bulls (Reggie Theusi."
But the call went the other
way, and after Wilbur Holland
sank a pair of free throws two
seconds later, the Bulls — in
their first game vnder interim
coach Scotty Robertson,
formerly Costello's assistant
— had a 107-104 victory over
the Knicks.
In other National Basketball
Association games, the
Golden State Warriors beat
the Washington Bullets 109-
103, the Seattle SuperSonics
defeated the Phoenix Suns 119-
104, the Milwaukee Bucks
edged the Los Angeles Lakers
99-98, the Kansas City Kings
topped the Philadelphia 76ers
119-104, the San Antonio Spurs
nipped the Portland Trail
Blazers 121-120 in overtime.
the Etetroit Pistons downed the
Houston Rockets 110-96, the
Indiana Pacers beat the New
Jersey Nets 105-100 and the
San Diego Clippers defeated
the Denver Nuggets 118-104.
Warriors 109, Bullets 103
Rookie forward Wayne
Cooper scored 10 points in a
fourthquarter comeback
which gave the Warriors a
costly victory over
Washington.
The Bullets took an 83-72
lead into the last period, but
the Warriors went ahead to
stay 103-101 with 256
remaining on a three-point
play by center Robert Parish.
In the last minute, five
technical fouls were called
against Washington. Bullets
Coach Dick Motta and his
assistant, Bernie Bickerstaff,
were ejected for their protests
over a foul call.
Sonic, 119, Suns 104
Dennis Johnson scored a
career-high 30 points on 13414.-
18 shooting for the Sonics and
also did the job at the othe
end, holding Paul Westphal,
the Suns' all-star guard, to 17
points on 6-for-17 shooting.
Phoenix' other all-star, for
ward Walter Davis, was held
to seven points, the first tim
in his 138 regular season NBA
games that he has failed t
reach double figures. He go
into early foul trouble and
played only 16 minutes.
Bucks 99, Lakers 98
Marques Johnson moved
behind a pick set by Kent
Benson and sank a jumper
from the left of the foul line
with four seconds left to lift
Milwaukee to its fourth
consecutive victory.
Spurs 121, Blazers 120. OT
George Gervin scored six of
his 29 points in overtime as
San Antonio1 playing before a
record home crowd of 15,523,
beat Prittland.
Kiags 119, Niers 104
Guards Phil Ford and Otis
Birdsong triggered a 13-1
spurt late in the first quarter
that put Kansas City ahead of
Philadelphia to stay before a
crowd of 19,606 at the
Checkerdome in St. Louis.
Pistons 110, Rockets 96
Rookie John Long scored 21
points and Kevin Porter added
20 points and 19 assists as the
Pistons posted their 13th
consecutive home-court
triumph over Houston.
Staff Photos by Tony Wilaon
Hot water. Use what you need, but not a drop more.
Shower briefly instead of taking chin-deep tub baths. Have a
full load of clothes before washing, then use the coolest water
possible . . use less water for a small load. Load the dih-
washer full before turning it on. The less hot water used, the
less energy you pay for.
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Terps Use Manning To Top Duke
By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
COLLEGE PARK, Md. —
Greg Manning hasn't been
starting for Maryland's up-
aiid-doii basketball team
latel) but he no longer gets
those nagging queries from
back home.
The sophomore guard from
Steelton, Pa., came through in
the clutch again Friday night,
scoring 23 points and sinking
an eight-foot jumper with
three seconds remaining to
give the Terps a 70-68 upset
victory over fifth-ranked
Duke.
Three weeks ago, Manning
drove into the lane and passed
off to I.arry Gibson for a three-
point play with one second
left, providing a 67-66 decision
over then-No. 1 Notre Dame.
Manning started 13 games
early in the season, then
scored only 33 points during a
five-game slump.
"When I first started
coming off the bench,"
Manning said, "I had to fight
so it wouldn't get me down. I
was getting letters and calls
from back home, asking what
was wrong. I didn't know what
to tell them. I haven't heard
anything lately...I guess
they're afraid."
Manning, who wound up
playing 35 minutes, hit 10 of 14
shots and handed off six
assists in the Atlantic Coast
Conference game. Dutch
Morley, another guard who
didn't start, had 10 points and
five assists.
Duke, 18-5 after losing two of
its last three games, rallied to
tie the score after Maryland
took a 68-62 lead with 3:50 left
on a Morley-assisted Manning
field goal.
Field goals by Bob Bender
and Jim Spanarkel, following
steals under the Maryland
basket, was followed by Gene
Banks' tying shot with 2:01
left,
Maryland, 16-8, controlled
the ball until calling time with
15 seconds remauung to set up
the final play.
"If we couldn't get the ball
inside," Coach Lefty Driesell
said, we were supposed to
shoot with four or five seconds
left. That way, we'd have a
chance for a tap-in if we
missed, and the worst we get
would be overtime."
"Give all the credit to
Manning," said Duke Coach
Bill Foster. "He played a
great game and made the shot
at the end. They cut our
transition baskets down and
got a couple themselves."
Maryland's zone collapsed
on Duke center Mike Gminski,
the second-leading scorer in
the ACC who was held to 14
points while getting off just 11
shots.
Banks led Duke with 16
points, but was charged with
seven turnovers. Bender and
Spanarkle had 12 points each
for the Blue Devils, who led
three times by just one point.
Duke, 8-2 in the ACC, had its
league lead reduced to one-
half game over North
Carolina, 7-2, with a
showdown between the two at
Duke next Saturday.
Maryland, which has played
six Top Ten teams in its last 10
games, is 5-5 in the ACC.
The only other member of
The Associated Press Top
Twenty to see action was No.
15 Temple, which crushed
American University 103-67 in
an East Coast Conference
game. The Owls, who boosted
their record to 20-3, were led
by Rick Reed's 20 points,
including nine consecutive
field goals. They are 9-0 in the
conference.
Five other Owls were in
double figures as Temple
posted its highest point total
since 1971.
Another Philadelphia team,
Penn, remained unbeaten in
Ivy League play, defeating
Dartmouth 59-54 behind Matt
White's 17 points. The Quakers
are 16-4 overall, 8-0 in Ivy
competition.
Dartmouth held a 30-27
halftime lead but Penn went
on a 16-2 burst at the tart Of
the second half. The losers
pulled to within one point with
3:59 remaining but Penn
scored six straight points to
seal the triumph.
In other Ivy games, Alton
Byrd's abort jump shot with
three seconds left gave
Columbia a 64-62 victory over
Yale, Peter Dolan's layup
with three seconds left
enabled Brown to edge Cornell
50-49.
Rifle Team Will Defend
National Crown Feb. 23
Murray State University's
rifle team will open defense of
its national three-position




held on the university's indoor
range at Roy stewart
Stadium.
Fifty-three shooters will be
competing in both team and
individual competitions and
will be representing:
The University of Missouri
at Rolla; Xavier University,
Tennessee State University,
Tennessee Tech, Morehead
State University, and Murray.
The 10 teams and 40 in-
dividuals scoring the highest
scores in the Murray meet and
similar sectional competitions
being held across the country
will compete in April at the
U.S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Md., to determine
the national collegiate
championship team as well as
the individual champion.
The competition includes
both small bore rifle and air
rifle matches. The in-
ternational, 50-foot indoor
course will be fired in the rifle
contests from three positions
— prone, standing and
kneeling.
Forty rounds are fired from
each position with the shooters
given 40 minutes to get off
their shots from the prone
position and one hour in each
of the standing and kneeling
positions.
All teams, with exception of
the University of Missouri at
Rolla and Morehead, also will
compete in the air rifle
competition, which is fired
from the standing position
only at a distance of 33 feet, or
10 meters. Forty shots are
permitted within a 90-minute
time span.
Michael W. Gross, a
member of the Murray State
team and a 1978 NRA All-
American, is last year's in-
ternational individual air rifle
champion.
The same shooters who won
the national three-position
championship last year again
will represent Murray State in
the sectional contests. They
include:
Gross, a senior from
Menomonee Falls, Wisc.;
William J. Patzke, a senior
from Cleveland, N. Y.; Hugo
Adelson, a senior from New
City, N. Y., and Michell E.
Soncrant, a sophomore from
Stoughton, Mass.; the only
female member of the team
and also a 1978 NRA All-
American.
Three other Murray State
shooters will be firing in the
individual matches: Mark
DelCotto, a sophomore
transfer from Prairie State
College, Chicago, and last
year's individual collegiate
champion with the high-
powered rifle; and Steve
Stuckey and Craig Ulrich,
both freshmen from
Springfield, Va., and mem-
bers of the Acrons Shooting
Club, one of the most
prestigious junior shooting
clubs on the East Coast.
In his first year as coach of
the Murray team is M-Sgt.
Guy Killingsworth, a 20-year
Army veteran who came to
the campus last year from the
Sergeant Major School at Fort
Bliss, Tex.
Certified by the NRA as a
shooting sports coach and a
native of Greenfield, Mo.,
Killingsworth has coached
military teams in Europe and
in the United States. He
succeeds M-Sgt Howard
Willson, who recently retired.
This year, the Murray
shooters have competed in
three major matches. On
January 30, they lost to the
University of West Virginia at
Morgantown. Two days later,
they defeated the U.S. Naval
Academy team at Annapolis,
and on February 3 finished
fourth in a 32-team field in a
tournament held at the U.S.
Military Academy at West
Point, N. Y.
The West Point tournament
was won by Tennessee Tech
with East Tennessee second
and West Virginia third._
Michael Gross, a senior from Menomonee Falls, Wisc., ands Nadeau( Rifle Association All-American, will lead the Murray rifle team in on eight-team sectional competition at the univer-sity Feb. 23-23. 
Murray State photo
1st Chapter To Title
Martin Hails Page's TKO As Stepping Stone
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE • — Greg
Page's technical knockout
Tigers Bomb Symsonia  Sports At A Glance
Continued from page 5
basketball homecoming
queen.
The Tigers travel to Clinton,
Ky., tonight to face Hickman
County in the makeup of a
game orginally set foriteb: I.
The contest is the first of four
straight road games that
closes Murray's regular-
season schedule.
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Cross-Handed Putter Lietzke Ups Tucson
Lead; Brannan, Thorpe Are 3 Shots Back
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. — The Joe
Garagiola-Tucson Open of-
fered a varied group as its
second-round leaders: a
crosshanded putter, the
second alternate and a one-
time running back from
Morgan State.
'It was a good solid round, a
solid 66, the cross-handed
putter, Bruce Lietzke, said' frotn the touring pros. "But IFriday after that four-under- may have gotten lucky on a:par had staked him to a three- couple of putts, so it averagedshot lead Friday, halfway out to a solid 66.through this chase for a "It was a hard round,$45,000 first prize. because I had a lot more of"I threw away a couple of those tough little short puttsshots," Lietzke said after and I wasn't quite as com-posting his 129 total, 11 strokes fortable over the bill."under par on the 6,708-yard Closest to him at 132 were aRandolph Municipal course pair of rookies, the secondis taking a severe beating alternate, Mike Brannan, and
the one-time Morgan State
running back, Jim Thorpe.
Brannan, who got into the
tournament only when a
couple of original starters
withdrew, fired a 68. And
Thorpe, a long-hitting 212-
pounder and the last man on
the course, birdied his last
four holes for a 65. He drove
green-high on two par-four
holes in that closing burst. "I
couldn't play those holes any
better," said Thorpe, who
went to Morgan State on a
football scholarship but
"always knew I wanted to
play the pro golf tour."
Defending champion Tom
Watson moved into title
contention at 133, four shots
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Madman Cent 62 Scott Co 49
Laurel Co 110 Danville 70
Harrison Co 68 Ashland 60
Boyle Co 77 Garrard Co 75
Mercer Co 89 Richmond Model 69 New Jersey
Lynn Camp 511 Pineville 93 New York 25 35Bowling Green 75 Edmonton Co 51 Boston 33 33Henderson Co 90 Caldwell Co_ Central DivisionBreathitt Co 73 Powell Co 74 llan Antonio 35 24 .593Harlan 59 Whitley Co $4 32 25 161
PA* Co 59 Barthian' 56
Paintirrille 54 Prestonsburg SI
Johnson Cent 84 Knott Cent 70
Webster Co 96 Graham 62
Lex Lafayette 64 Lea Catholic 62
Mason Co 72 Bourbon Co 52
Lou Ahrens 79 Ballard 68
Lou Atherton 56 Taylor Co 56
Bards Bethlehem SD Faith Temple 55
Lou Bishop David 52 DeSales 51
Lou Fern Creek 64 Seneca 39
Lou Southern 116 Western 51
Lou St Xavier 73 Jeffersontown 63
Lou Stuart 74 Fairdale 65
Allen Cent 89 Lawrence Co 60
Boyd Co 71 West Carter 67
Carron Co SI Henry Co 67
Coy Holmes 71 Campbell Co St
Elliott Co 69 Rowan Co 56
Fleming Co 611 East Carter 54
Fleming-Neon 7.2 Dike Combs 56
Frankfort 70 Paris 68
Franklin Co 74 Montgomery Co 49
Ft The Highlands 94 Dayton 57
Gallatin Co 70 Anderson Co 61
Leslie Co 06 9ffU6esburg 59
Manon Co 81 Campbellsville 68
M.C. Napier le Jenkins 76
Meade Co 116 LaRue Co 70
Nelson Co 67 Spencer Co 56
Ohio Co 61 Breckuindge Co 55
"Oneida JO Barbourville 47
Owensboro 71 North Hardin 62
Pulaski Co 81 Lincoln Co 61
Somerset 41 Casey Co 35
Tollesboro 72 Mt Olivet Deming 51
Washington Co 70 N Ruffin 66
Woodford Co 79 Jessamine Co 6-
Bell Co 76 Cawood 75
Hickman Co Si Mayfield 44
Murray 79 Symsonia 60
Green Co 72 Glasgow 70 f 20t
Virgie 99 McDowell 53
Allen Co 97 Monticello 62
Clinton Co 56 Eubank 39
McCreary Cent 94 Corbin 81
Newport 63 Fieechwood 57
Maysville St Pat 104 Brosnan 103 1ot
Boone Co 12 Erlanger Lloyd 46
Conner 70 Simon Kenton 65
Erlanger St Henry 64 Coy Catholic 52
Cinn St Francis 68 Coy Latin 60
Dixie Heights 67 Walton-Verona 65 ,oi
Grant County 61 Oldham County 56
Coy Holy cross 72 Newport Con) M
Pendleton County 71 Scott 69
Bellevue 69 Ludlow 46
Bracken Co 60 Clark Co 56
lou Iroquois 50 Central 42
tau Manual 99 Waggener 53
Tau Moore 92 Durrett 77
LOU Pleasure Ridge 66 Butler 52
NBA Standings
1.4341 The Jefferson 55 Shawnee 40
LAU Volley 70 Doss 59
Lou Westport 37 Male 55
Berea 511 Les Sayre 41
Carlisle Co 47 Heath 46
Clay Co 77 Lynch 69
Crittenden Co 95 FordsvIlle 66
East Hardin 79 Grayson Co 73
Elizabethtown 79 Hart Co 52
Grant Co 61 Oldham Co 59
Hopkintrville 66 West Hopkins 56
Knox Gent 73 Micklleaboro 71 ft
Lewis Co Co 74 Nicholas 72
Livingston Cent 76 Dawson Springs 73
Madison Cent 62 Scott Co 49
Olmstead 70 Ft Campbell 63
Pad Tilghman 79 Madisonville 56
Pad St Mary 13 I.yon (o7$
Shelby Co 63 Croon ('o 47
Todd Co Cent 107 Butler Co 74
Warren Fill 87 Franklin-Sinn 51
Finn ys Gtrts Games
PifieVtlite 59 I.ynn Camp 46
lac Better 56 Pleasure Ridge 35
tau Falniale 63 Stuart 35
Int, Manual 44 Waggoner 40
tau Seneca 41 tarn crises so
Jou Tho JrnPV41011 70 Shawnee So
Lou Valley 55 ho,.,, 50
Boyd Co 64 Rowan Co 44
Casey Co 42 Somerset 14
beinshorg AdaieVine32
Prestonsburg V Paintaettle 14
Oweneborn 97 Barren Co 49
Iasi Helloed 49 Ahrens 44
Ian Moor. 51 Durrett 07
30 M .517
.Cleeeland 23 34 .404
Detroit 21 37 .332
NewOrteans 19 40 .S21
Wester. Onderme
Midwest MAISIE
Kansas City 311 21 .632
Denver 31 29 .517
Milwaukee 26 31 433
Indiana 25 33 431
Chicago 21 36 368
Pacific Nolan
Seattle 36 20 .643 -
Los Angeles 35 23 603 2
Phoenix 34 23 596
Portland ZS V 508
San Diego 2031 483
Golden State 17 32 458
Friday's Games
Indiana 105, New Jersey 100
Detroit 110, Houston*
San Antonio 121. Portland 120, DT
Chicago 107, New York 104
Milwaukee 99, Los Angeles 96
Kansas City 119, Philadelphia 104
San Diego 118, Denver 104
Seattle 119, Phoenix 104
Golden State 109, Washington 103
Saturday', Games
Cleveland at New York
New Orleans at Phoenix
Senciey's Games
Milwaukee at Philadelphia
New Orleans at Denver
San Antonio at Detroit
Chicago at Kansas City
Houston at New Jersey
Atlanta at San Diego
Washington at Seattle










Peeples Bunk 40u. 30kt
Gary & Mick's Used Ours . .. 49 31
Dennison Hunt 414 314
Land Lovers 46 35
Thurman Furniture 44 36
Paradise Kennels 37 43
Mgellip LW 331/2 464..
tiollailDriss 33 47
Hindlcaps n d
Credit Berme of Murray 31/2 SI 'it




HIGH TEAM GAME (NC)
Gary & Mick's Wed Core 18197
Peoples Bank 10160
Derullson Hunt 1036







HIGH isAn smile (tic)
Gary & Mirk's Used Cars 
td- t Bureau of Murray
peopiss Bank





Dade BlelePst  113
HIGH IND. GAME (71C)
Deck Beale 147
Mary Beth Hays 343
Debbie Hopper 313
HIGH IND. SER3322(3C)












W L Pet. GB
Washington 36 II 679 -
Philadelphia 32 22 593 5
































contract of Dan Ford, outfielder, through
the 1983 season.
CLEVELAND INDIANS- Signed Gary
Alexander, catcher, and Sid Mange, pit-
cher for the 1979 season.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS-- Signed
Tim Nordbrook, infielder. Named Duane




OAKLAND A'S-Sold Bruce Robinson,
catcher, and Greg Cochran, pitcher, to the







Costello, head coach. Named Scotty-
Robertson interim head coach for the
remainer of the season.
KANSAS CITY KINGS-Activated
Richard Washington, forward Placed




Fencik, safety, to series of one-year
contracts.
SOCCER
North Americas Soccer League
COSMOS-Signed Tono Carbogniani
midfielder, PM Wilson and Werner Roth.
defensemen
PHILADEI.PHIA FURY- Named
Marko Vale& head coach
Americas Soccer teepee





contract of Darryl Rogers, head football
coach through 1963
over Don Martin has been
hailed by his promoter as the
first step on the Louisvillian's
road to the heavyweight title.
Page battered Martin
around the ring at will in the
opening round Friday night
and then sent him to the floor
in 36 seconds of the second
round with a series of




Tenn., was bleeding under the
left eye as the referee stopped
the scheduled six-round bout
in Commonwealth Convention
Center. A capacity crowd
filled the arena.
Page, a 20-year-old
Louisvillian, came in at 223L2
pounds while Martin weighed
115.
Martin, whose record was 7-
4-1 before this bout, stayed
with the had-hitting Page In
the first few minutes of the
fight but began to slow down
under Page's punishing body
blows.
Page, twice a national AAU
champion and holder of a
Golden Gloves title, had
predicted he would have an
easy time with Martin, a 23-
year-old former wrestler who
had earned the title of the
"Memphis Mauler."
Promoter Butch Lewis said
this bout, which he called the
birth of a champion, was the
first step along the road that
would lead Page to the




Murray State men 412:30 p.m.), women (immediately
following men) vs Middle Tennessee; Sports Arena; OVC
"Game of the Week."
Calloway County boys (5-15) vs St. Mary, Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
(Laker Homecoming).
Murray High (11-7) vs Hickman County; Clinton, Ky.
(makeup of Feb. 9 game).
Monday
Murray State men, women vs Western Kentucky;
Bowling Green; ( women's game: 5:15 p.m.) 
Calloway County girls (14-2) vs Sedalia; Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Murray High girls (8-7) vs St. Mary; home.
Tuesday
Calloway County boys (5-15) vs Reidland; Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Murray High boys at Farmington.
Captain D's
SUNDAY-MONDAY
ALL 14X7 CAN EAT
FISH DINNER
'279
Includes FREE 14 oz. Soft Drink






































"Come 'ere, Little Bit, come
'ere. Get in these bushes and
find me a rabbit." Ray Cole
coaxed his "beetle hound"
Into a honeysuckle thicket
bordering a quiet farm lane
"If there's a rabbit in there,
she'll find him," he said to me
confidently. Then he returned
to his conversation with the
dog. "Get down in there and
find me a rabbit. Come on,
hunt him out."
Little Bit and Bobby, Cole's
older beagle, burrowed
through tunnels in the brush,
nosing under rotting logs and
into brushpiles for a fresh
scent of a cottontail.
"This sure looks like a good
spot," Cole said. "Them
rabbits ought to be in the
honeysuckles the way the
weather is." Snow covered the
ground, but the temperature
had warmed, and
precipitation in the form of a
light mist had turned the white
blanket into mush.
The dogs worked as a team,
pushing through the brush
side by side. They hunted
through the length of the
tangle and popped out the end
; without striking game. "Boy,
I'd a sure thought there'd a
been some rabbits in that
thicket," Cole laughed. Well,
let's get the dogs in the truck
and try another spot," he said.
About that time Little Bit let
out with a sharp bawl, and
Cole and I turned to see the
hound in hot pursuit of a
rabbit. The dog had left the
thicket and was checking out
sedgebrush clumps in an
adjoining pasture when the
bunny was sprung.
The rabbit made a beeline
for the honeysuckles we'd just
covered, and Cole unholstered
his .22 revolver. "Watch for
him, he's gonna come through
-- on your end," he warned. I
: raised by 20 gauge in an-
ticipation of a ball-of-lightning
le shot, but the rabbit turned and
coursed up through the bushes
:....toward Cole. Bobby joined
Little Bit on the trail in trying
to flush the rabbit from the
cover.
"There he is," Cole said,
and he took aim into the brush
and squeezed off a shot.
"Shoot! I hit a fencepost." He
took another shot, and the
rabbit bolted across the lane
into an overgrown field, "He's
hit. The dogs'll catch him. You
stay with 'em and try to keep
'em from eatin' him."
But I was soon outdistanced.
The barking ran some 100
yards out into the field and
then stopped. I ran toward the
end of the trail, but by the time
I got there, the rabbit was
three-fourths devoured. Score
one for the dogs.
Back at the lane, the beagles
loaded into Cole's truck, and
we all drove off to find another
hunting spot.
Cole explained that he
sufferes from emphysema,
and he spot hunts likely
Overgrown fencerows and honeysuckle thickets are
good bets for late season cottontails. Ray Cole stays on
the outside while his beagle, "Little Bit" heads toward the
cover.
locations near the road. He'll
turn his hounds out, have them
course through the un-
dergrowth, and if no rabbit is
turned, move on. At no time
does he get more than a couple
of hundret yares from his
truck.
As we rode he talked about
his enjoyment of hounds and
the chase. Cole keeps 11
hounds all told, complete sets
for rabbits, raccoons and
foxes. "My coon dogs are
better 'n any around this part
of the country," he laughed
with no hint of humility. "I've
got one I've been offered
$2,000 for, but I didn't even
think about it. Why, my dogs
will trail a coon and tree him
before most dogs will get off
the road."
The mist thickened by the
time we'd come to our second
spot. An old barn was
surrounded by brambles, and
a thick fencerow was bordered
by honeysuckle. The spot
looked ideal for rabbits, and
Cole confirmed this as one of
—his best places. "We'll get
some here," he said, dropping
the truck's tailgate.
We hadn't gone far when
another truck pulled into the
parking spot. "It's Leo," Cole
said, and we were joined by
his hunting partner, Leo
Smith.




It's interesting to note that
today the largest outboard
motors are over one hundred
times as powerful as the
smallest ones!
Therel a good reason Ube
this wide range of horsepower
offerings': It is to provide
proper, safe, economical
propulsion to fit the very wide
range of pleasureboats
available. At any boat show,
you can see boats suitable for
outboard power ranging from
lightweight canoes to deep-sea




themselves confused as to
what size motor to get for the
boat of their choice. Outboard
boats now carry capacity
plates which set forth
recommendations for
maximum load and hor-
sepower. The prime purpose
of these plates is to discourage
overloading and over-
powering. The boating
authorities at Mercury out-
boards emphasize that it's
worth remembering that you
do not have to install the
largest possible motor on any
particular boat.
For example, if you will
normally carry a light
AMMER OUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
203 E. Main 759-1872
Venture
1711 7.11
passenger and fuel load, less
than the maximum rated
power can still give you
performance that is both
satisfying and economical.
At the same time, it can be
poor economy to install a
motor that is too small. It
won't propel the hull to full
advantage. If you find you
have to run it at high speed to
coax even halfway satisfac-
tory performance from the
rig, motor life expectancy
goes down while fuel con-
sumption goes up.
The basic idea behind the
big V-6 motors is that while
they have the power needed to
boost large boats onto plane,
for cruising they can be
throttled back so their moving
parts are under little strain
and their fuel consumption
goes down appreciably over
smaller motors that are run
wide open to maintain
equivalent boat speed.
Also remember that it pays
to patronize well-established
marine dealers with
reputations for knowing the
products they sell. Such a
dealer will have sold enough
boats of a particular model to
be able to tell you from fir-
sthand experience how it will
perform with a particular size
motor.
By ads hem
Bobby plunged into the middle
and gave out a long howl.
Almost at the same instant 8
rabbit stuck his head out of the
bushes right in front of me,
wanting to cross the field, but
my presence put him back in
the thicket.
The dogs couldn't flush him,
and finally Leo plunged into
the growth. "There's the
rabbit," he said. "Come 'ere,
Bobby. Here he is!" The dog
understood the frantic tone in
Leo's voice and responded by
pushing into the bushes. "He's
caught him," Leo said, and he
reached in and took the rabbit
away from the dog.
The third and fourth spots
produced one rabbit each. The
bunnys seemed reluctant to
leave their honesuckle
hideouts, and our chases were
more cat and mouse than long,
protracted races of the
traditional style.
We'd been out only two
hours, but heavier ran and the
closing in of darkness forced
us to call the hunt to a close.
My game pouch was heavy
with the makings of a couple
of good meals, and I was
satisfied with the fare.
"You can't go home hefore
we get some coffee," Ray Cole
urged, and I relished the
thought. We stopped by a local
cafe, a hangout for the good
old boys who appreciate
things like hounds and rabbits
and cold weather.
We pushed through the front
door, and a man on a stool
said, "Well, you been rabbit
hunting, but I bet you didn't
get any. Huntin's been hard."
"We got four, and we
weren't out but two hours,"
Ray Cole shot back. "I always
get my game. That's cause I
got the dogs."
MAKE TARTAR SAUCE
Make your own Tartar
Sauce for fish and save on
calories. To one cup of dairy
sour cream or yogurt, add two
tablespoons, each, chili sauce
and chopped dill pickle. Add
any of these other seasonings,
as desired: two tablespoons,
each, chopped onion, green
pepper or parsley; a
tablespoon of lemon juice,
one-half teaspoon dry
















24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
753-7404
• We Appreciate Your Business"•






















The woods arsonist. That person, who
sneaks around torching your Southern. forests.
Last year, wildfires burned over a mil-
lion and a half- acres.
Too much damage has been done.
Do something. R ort woods arson.
he
A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council
WILDFIRE. INDIFFERENCE MAKES IT SPREAD.
Any Magpie's
The following informahun
was noted in the Bass
Research Foundation report.
The second edition of the big
bass seminar was held Dec. 8,
9 & 10 in Florida.
A display area featured
some one hundred fifty
exhibits ranging from the
latest in boats and motors to
the hybrid "meanmouth" bass
displayed in the booth of the
Florida Game de Fish Com-
mission.
Dr. William Childers of the
Illinois Natural History
Survey was present to answer
questions concerning his
creation. Bringing a pair of
largemouth and a pair of
smallmouth as well as a pair
of "meanmouth" hybrids.
Dr. Childers and Paul Beaty
gave the crowd the first public
showing of the famous fish.
One of the most important
questions raised is whether or
not the hybrid produced by
crossing largemouth and
smallrnouth would backcross
with its parent species when
stocked in waters containing
all three species. A very ef-
fective study was conducted
by electrophoretic analysis
and the evidence showed no
backcrossing.




and meanmouth hybrid with
meanmouth hybrid.
Genetically, this reduces the
risk of stocking hybrids in
waters that have natural
populations.












Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
•
Fishing Line
stocked this past spring with
equal numbers of hybrids and
largemouth bass produced
from a common female.
Although a computer analysis
of the data has not been
completed, "eyeballing" the
data is very interesting.
A sample from one pond
which was stocked with 500 of
each fry speices showed no
difference in growth rate,
while the other pond, stocked
with only 192 of each type,
showed a much faster growth
rate in the hybrid, than the
largemouth.
In answer to numerous
t Your U-Haul Headquarters‘30.4 ..ozo,;wfz,gs.-k
questions, emphatically no,
the meanmouth is not
scheduled for stocking in any
rivers, impoundments or
lakes, anytime in the near
future. The hybrid is still in
the infancy stages and there
will be several more years
research to determine the
proper place in the fisheries
program.
Even then, it will be up to
the Fisheries personnel within
each state to determine if the








Where "Service Is Our Business
Hw. 641 South 753-9131
NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
a n(I
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tiresj 4 W.I. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N 4th In The Jackson Purchase ;
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Chamberlin Hopes To Continue
School After Freezing Incident
DENVER (AP) Low on
gas and out of cash, Lawrence
Chamberlin trudged through
the snowy streets of Raton,
N.M., looking for a place to
cash a check before he gave
up and decided to sleep in his
car.
During the night the tem-
perature plunged to -8
degrees, and when he awoke
his feet were frozen.
Chamberlin, 21, is
recovering from surgery to
amputate both his feet at
Fitzsimons Army Medical
Center here. The Air Force
sergeant was on his way from
George Air Force Base in
Victorville, Calif., to attend
computer school at Lowry
AFB in Denver when he
stopped in Raton on Jan. 29.
He seemed in good spirits
Friday as he recalled visiting
banks, motels and gas stations
in the New Mexico town trying
to convince someone to accept
his check oil a California bank.
The bank I went to was
going to charge me for making
a call to verify my account,
but only if I knew somebody at
my bank (in Victoryille). I
think they should have gone
ahead and made the call. I
would have accepted the
charges. I'm sure my bank
would have verified it."
Chamberlin said he tried at
three Raton banks to cash a

















































































































































though he offered a militar)
identification card bearing his
photograph and signature.
"I went to different motels
and gas stations. They
wouldn't take a check or
anything unless I knew
somebody to verify my check.
So I slept in my car.
"I woke and found my feet
atere frozen. I got out of the
car and proceeded to walk to
try to get back to the bank to
try one more time. I was
hobbling and couldn't feel
anything in my feet."
Chamberlin said.
"On the way, gas station
attendants helped rue, called
police and an ambulance. I
was in a Raton hospital about
five or six hours. Then a
helicopter arrived from Fort
Carson (Colorado) around
7:30 in the evening," Cham-
berlin recalled.
Chamberlin said he was
wearing low-cut oxfords and
thinks his feet suffered
frostbite because they got wet
in the snow while he was
walking in search of a place to
cash a check.
He said Raton police and
hospital personnel "were the
best friends I had in town,"
when he sought medical help,
asking for no identification or
financial verification.
Later, at Fitzsimons,
doctors tried for several days
to save his feet, but Cham-
berlin's temperature soared.
"After tests, they deter-
mined they would take my
toes off. But after that, they
found the rest of the tissue was
dead and they took everything




Hubbard will participate in a
forum sponsored by the
Murray State University
Young Democrats on Thur-
sday, Feb. 72 at 4 p.m., in
Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State campus.
Hubbard is a gubernatorial
candidate in the May 29
Democratic Party primary.
ankles," Chamberlin said.
His military career most
likely over, the inventory
management specialist said,
he'll probably be discharged
from the Air Force after
learning to use his artificial
feet, but he has plans for the
future.
"My spirits are pretty
high," he said quietly. "I still
qualify for the old G.I. bill. I'm
going to hopefully continue in
the computer career field. I





HARLAN, Ky. (AP) —
Attendance was reported
about normal in Harlan
County schools Friday, though
some parents had threatened
a boycott in a dispute over a
bus used by Jericol Mining Co.
Inc, to transport non-union
miners., to its strikebound
Glenbrook mine.
Some parents had said they
might attempt to turn back
school buses in the Clover
Fork area, but buses made
their runs without incident,
according to school and police
officials.
Jericol has declined to
change the color of the former
school bus it uses to transport
the miners. The vehicle is still
yellow, though the flashers
have been removed and school
bus lettering has been painted
over.
• Jericol also has refused to
run the bus at a time when
school buses are not on the
road transporting pupils, said
school officialCecil Thornton.
The protesting parents, who
live along Kentucky 38 in the
vicinity of the Gtenbrook
mine, say someone might
mistakenly fire into a school
bus carrying children,
thinking it was carrying
workers to the mine.
United Mine Workers union
members have been on strike
against Jericol for 14 months,
and violence has occurred
repeatedly.


















To TAKE HER TO
DEEP JUNG L E... NOW SHE






WHY DON'T YOU MIND
YOUR OWN BUSINESS?
C IWO Unileo Femur., Syn.:locale
I DUNNO, CAPTAIN.
ISN'T THERE SOMETHING
IN A RULE BOOK
SOMEWHERE?
MADAM, IC >t2U'LL &WE L.J
YOUR NAME, WELL. BE
&LAD TO CALL- 'POUR
"FRYENO" THE PRESIDENT_
_
I DON'T KNOW WHAT














Creative works by Dr.
James B. Carlin, a professor
at Murray State University,
have been reviewed and
published in the latest bulletin
of a journal for teaching





journal is the major annual
publication utilized in Japan
by teachers of English at the
secondary level, as well as at
colleges and universities.
It focuses on a handbook for
teachers written by Carlin
entitled "Vowel Work Attack:
4 Step Process" and the
concepts and insights he used
in the development of the
book, which is now in its third
edition.
Carlin, a professor in the
Departments of Instruction
and Learning and Special
Education, summarized his
work by saying that it con-
cerns behaviors of the English
language and words which do
not conform to phonic
generalizations.
Initial findings of the Carlin
Process, which is being used
by a number of teachers and
University professors, are
included in "Language and
Language Behavior
Abstracts," a journal con-
cerned with insights into the
behavior of 32 major
languages in the world.
Carlin said more than 90
percent of the "irregular
words" - words which will not
be solved using current rules
— may be solved by a child
using the four simple steps of
his process.
Calling it "a mental but
simple slide rule for unlocking
the unknown vowel sounds of
the English language," Carlin
said the process seems to have
implications for the person
learning to read at any level
from early elementary grades
to adult illiterates, as well as
people learning English as a
second language.
Carlin, who joined the
Murray State faculty in 1969,
is president-elect of the
Kentucky Association for
Childhood Education Inter-
national. He is currently
serving at the international
level on a committee which is
developing a student
leadership handbook for all
university councils.
He earned the B.A. degree
at Murray State, the M.A.
degree at George Peabody
College in Nashville, and the
Ed.D.' degree at the Univer-
sity of Mississippi.
2nd Poplin
A second edition of a
sociology textbook by Or
Dennis E. Poplin, associate
professor in the Department
of Sociology and Anthropology
at Murray State University.
has been released by the
Macmillan Publishing Co. of
New York.
Entitled "Communities. A
Survey of Theories and
Methods of Research," the
work deals with theories of
community and research
methods used in the study of
villages, cities, and
metropolitan areas
Two new chapters have
Wen added to the first edition,
which was published in 1972,
and the remaining nine
L'hapters have been revised
and updated.
The first edition of the work
by Poplin, a Ventura, ('alif.,
native who joined the Murray
In 1971, President Richard
Nixon signed a bill requiring
able-bodied welfare recipiente
to sign 'up for jobs or job
training.
Mardi Grcis Spirits Marred
After Policemen Walk Off
BY BILL CRIDER
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
National Guardsmen
patrolled New Orleans today
after police walked off the job,
prompting the mayor to
cancel seven carnival
parades, throwing a pall over
the entire Mardi Gras season.
In more than 120 years, the
festival has been canceled just
seven times — twice for
epidemics, five times for war.
The Teamster-affiliated
police union struck Friday
night — for the second time in
a week — to back demands
that the city submit contract
issues to binding arbitration.
Mayor Ernest Morial said
the substitute police force
would be increased later today






Actor Charlton Heston will
discuss the challenges of
Shakespearean drama, why
actors study Shakespeare, and
why audiences should see it
performed in a broadcast to be
heard on WKMS-FM at
Murray State University
Sunday, Feb. 18.
To begin at 5 p.m. at 91.3 on
the FM dial, the program
entitled "Voices in the Wind"
is a production of National
Public Radio I NPR). WKMS
is a public service affiliate of
the NPR network.
"Part of the appeal of acting
is that you are doing
something that you're never
going to get right," said
Heston. whose devotion to his
craft over the past 20 years
has won him an Academy
Award and the accolade of
superstar.
Yet he says Shakespearean
drama has presented him the
greatest challenge of his
career. Although he is best
known for his portrayals of
such characters as Ben Hur
and El Cid, Heston insists his
Shakespearean roles are the
parts that count for an actor.
"Shakespeare is the
greatest writer.. the greatest
artist who ever lived," Heston
noted, "and it's an incredible
feeling to be part of the per-
manent life of what is the
greatest in theater."
Though Heston modestly
denies noted film critic Hollis







planned as part of NPR's
celebration of the three-
month-long Shakespeare
Festival will include several
other interviews and features.
Among those who will par-
ticipate are actresses Glenda
Jackson and Meryl Streep and
actor David Warner, who
provides the voice of
Shakespeare in the NPR
Shakespeare Festival.
"Voices in the Wind" host
Oscar Brand also performs
Elizabethan songs from
Shakespearean plays. The
program is produced by Jay
Kernis.
Text Is.Out
State faculty in 1971, was
described by one reviewer as
"the best effort in the field to
date."
Poplin earned the B.S.
degree in social work and the
M.S. degree in sociology at
Utah State University and the
Ph.D. in sociology at the
University of Kentucky
MSU Gets $100
A grant of 8100 has been
awarded by the Kentucky
Lake Section of the American
Chemical Society to the
Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society at
Murray State University for
Its Chemistry Laboratory
Safety Awareness Program.
The goal of the safety
awareness program is to
enhance the safety program in
the Department of Chemistry
and Geology by activating a
safety library, organizing an
annual chemistry laboratory
safety workshop; and in-
Fnituting various other safety
awareness concepts.
carnival parades for today,
Sunday and Monday. Nine
parades would have been
ganceled but two changed
routes to remain in suburban
territory, out of the strike
zone.
"Mardi Gras this year
might be killed by the actions
of outsiders who have come
into our city without any real
understanding of our city, our
citizens or our system of
government," Morial told a
news conference.
The "outsiders" was a
reference to the team of
negotiators flown in by the




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has filled
two vacant judgeships.
On Friday the governor
named William Cooper of
Elizabethtown to the 9th
judicial circuit to replace
Hardin Circuit Judge J.
Howard Holbert who resigned.
Carroll appointed Robert
Hawley of Hartford to the 38th
judicial district to replace the






Louisiana, which is Teamsters
Local 253. It claims 1,200 tithe
1,514 commissioned officers
on the force as members.
Vincent Bruno, local
president, said the talks were
under the direction of local
negotiators not -outsiders,"




A spokesman at police
headquarters said 38 patrol
cars were out during the night
in this city of 600,000, each
manned by two state troopers
and -line city policeman.
Normally, there would be 55
cars.
Mardi Gras or Shrove
Tuesday, the day before the
start of Lent, is Feb. 27. But
the festival that precedes it
builds for more than a week
and has grown into a $50
million industry.
Asked to estimate the
financial loss to New Orleans
if Mardi Gras is canceled,
Mortal said, "We don't have
any figures on that, but it
would be disastrous."
Canceling the parades was a
painful blow to Mardi Gras
"krews" — clubs that stage
most of the carnival's
pageantry. The private social
organizations invest heavily in
time and money for one day of
lordly splendor, throwing
doubloons and other trinkets
to the imploring mob along the
parade route.
I. LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF
REQUEST FOR RELEASE OF FUNDS
City of Hazel Community Development •
Block Grant Smell Oties Program *
APPLICANT: ,City of Hazel
Community Development Agency
P.O. Box 64/302A Main Street
Hazel, Kentucky 42049
502/492-8142
TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES, GROUPS
AND PERSONS:
On or about February 27, 1979 the City of
Hazel, Kentucky will request the U. S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development to
release Federal funds under Title I of the
Housing and Community Development Act of
1974 (PL 93-385) to be used for the following
project:
ProjeCt:-CitY of Hale Neighborhood Develop-
ment Project
Purpose: Neighborhood Revitalization




Relocation Payments dz Assistance 34,000
Rehabilitation 348,000




An Environmental Review Record concerning
the project has been made by the City of Hazel
which documents the environmental review of
the project. This Environmental Review Record
is on file at the above address and is available for
public examination and copying, upon request,
between the hours of 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M.,
Monday through Friday.
The City of Hazel will undertake the project
described above with Block Grant Funds from
the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), under Title I of the
Housing and Community Development Act of
1974. The City of Hazel is certifying to HUD that
the City of Hazel and Mayor Joe Thompson, in
his official capacity as mayor, consent to accept
the jurisdiction of the Federal courts if an action
is brought to enforce responsibilities in relation
to environmental reviews, descisiorunaking, and
action; and that these responsibilities have been
satisfied. The legal effect of the certification is
that upon its approval, the City of Hazel may use
the Block Grant funds, and HUD will have
satisfied its responsibilities under the National
F.nvironmental Policy Act of 1969. HUD will ac-
cept an objection to its approval of the release of
funds and acceptance of the certification only if
it is on one of the following bases: (a) That the
certification was not in fact executed by the chief
executive officer or other officer of applicant ap-
proved by HUD; or (b) that applicant's en-
vironmental review record for the project in-
dicates omission of a required decision finding,
or step applicable to the project in the en-
vironmental review process. Objections must be
prepared and submitted in accordance with the
required procedure (24 CFR Part 58), and may
be addressed to HUD at 801 South Floyd Street,
Louisville, Kentucky. 40201. Objections to the
release of funds on bases other than those stated
above will not be considered by HUD. No ob-




c/o Larry Wilson, Director ,
Community Development Agency
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
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FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
. anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
, medical Supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
' have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
' have a real need. We are a
.• non-profit Bible teaching
. organization and are able to
give reciepts for con-
- tributions and donations
when needed for tax pur
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759-4600, Bible Facts,








choose from over 3000
pit colors at the
Decor Store. Bel-Air
Center.
"GOO IS LOVE.' There is no
Power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJ PAM, Sundays at 12:30. 
HELP US celebrate our
second year anniversary!
Thousands of paperbacks, 10
cents and up. 808 Chestnut
Street in Murray, also stores






MELT THE winter "blue's"
With the warmth of worship
and fellowship at Memorial
Baptist Church this Sunday.
Bible study,9 : 40 ; worship,
11450. Broadcast, 10.50 on
S. LOST & FOUND 
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify













FULL TIME clerk, apply at
the Shoe Shack, down town
Murray.
HOMEWORKERS! EARN
big 55$ stuffing envelopes.
Free details. Write SayCo,






Level/nen. and Rodman )
$862-$961/mo
Positions in Kunawa, Lake
City, Lone Oak, Mayfield,
Murray and Wickliffe
Minimum requirements
Bachelors degree in Engr
Technology, Engr_
Mechanics, or Engr Science;
or Bachelors degree in
Geology, Industrial Drafting,
or Design Technology; or
Associate degree in Engr.
Tech., Industrial Drafting,
Design Tech., or Industrial
Tech_ phis two years of engr
or engr. tech experience, or
high sdiool graduate for the
equivalent i with five years of





High School or equivalent.
Salary range dependent on
years of qualifying experience
above education requirement_
From 47300 to 710 00 mon-
thly
Excellent fringe benefits
Contact the Bureau of High-
ways' District Office, Ken-
tucky Dam Road, at Reidiand
An Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer WF/H
HICKORY HUT Barbque
needs someone to make
deliveries from 11:00 to
12:30, Tuesday, •Wednesday,
and Thursday. Will pay $2.90
per hour, plus mileage
Apply in person, Hickory Hut
Barbque, Chestnut Street, 
NEED INDIVIDUALS or
married couple, interested in
work at lakeside Resort,
Saturdays only. 16 or older











and Lake City. Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at











$12 N. 126 $I.
err UN 7113-121134!.....mmimmoinfammo.
14. WANT TO BUY 
WANT TO buy a 1969 or
below Firebird or Camaro.
will pay any reasonable
price. Call and ask for Jill,
7534181 Or 753 4530. 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
AFTER INVENTORY
clearance sale. Carpet
remnants, all must go, wall
paper starting at $1.50 single
row, mismatch paint as low
as $3.00 per gallon, over
stock spray paint 3 cans for
$1.00, over 50 rolls and
remnants of Congolaum and
Armstrong vinyl flooring,
discontinued carpet samples,
hundreds to choose from, .45
cents each. Sherwin
Williams, 753-3321. 
1910 OAK FLAT top
secretary, $675. A pair pt
good GT radials. Call 753-
7741
TWO, 175 X 14 MICHELIN
radial snow tire, $35. 753-
2738. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
ANTIQUE COUCH and
chair. Call 753-4586,
PA RT-TI ME bookkeeper,
flexible hours, Experience_
and references. Call between
9:30 and 5:30, 753-8844, 
WANTED: BABYSITTER
for 1 1-2 year old, your home
or mine, also to keep
schoolage child after school,
near Coldwater or North
Elementary School. Call 489-
2116 after 5 pm.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
DESIRE TO sell stock in
established sales and service
.business. Interested party
can make weekly income,
plus dividends, prefer
working partner. Reply to




time income, 30 to 60 dollars
per hour. Includes vehicle,
all equipment, training,
yellow page ads, $4500 firm.
Send inquiries to Box 32A,
Murray, KY 42071. 
LEATHER CRAFTERS!
Complete line of leather craft
tools, hides, supplies, and
everything to set up
business. Value near $1000
will let go for 5450. An Bailor
after 6:30 753-7703. 
WHOLESALE FOOD route
for sale, Paducah area, truck
investment required. Call
between 7 and 9 pm, 753-4678.
LARD 511111/41f011
Need person es=ced in








AFTERNOON COOK at the
Rib Shack, apply in person.
COOKS AND Waitresses
wanted, apply in person at
Trenholm's Restaurant.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
TIE EDUCATIONAL LEARNING DAT CARE CENTER
Beautifully planned, completely: equipped day care center in Murray
near the University Licensed for 112 children Potential 8145.900 in-
come, or could be converted to office space or clinic. Price reduced to
180,000. good financing available ALso, 15 plus acres lake front,
$35,000. excellent owner finandrig. Southland Fteatty J.H. Austin,
Clarksville, TN 1-5624831.
The-Little
Red House of Crafts
has been purchased by
Noreen's Dolls & Crafts
Noreen will continue to operate at the
present location until about the lost of
February, at which time she will move to her
Dolls & Crofts Shop South on 64 I Hazel High-
way
In addition to the many fine craft supplies
available to you in the past, Noreen gives
helpful instructions in other arts such as
ceramics, needlearts, bobbin lace making as
well as equipment and supplies for new craf-
ts
We wish to take this opportunity to thank
our friends and customers for their wondorfut
patronage









glass doors and convector
tube system included. Call
753-9817 after 4 pm. 
PHILCO FROST free
refrigerator. Fridgidare
upright freezer. Call 759-4947 
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent con-
dition. Also 13 inch color t.v.
Call 753-8170. 
18. SEWING MACHINES 
MODEL 600, TOUCH and
sep Singer sewing machine.
753-5422. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
1155 MF TRACTOR, 210 14),
500 cv motor, 30.5L R & C
tires,-375 hours, bought new
April 1975. 527.8374. 
1105 MF TRACTOR, cab and
air, duals 5-16 inch Semi
mounted plows, 16' folding
birch disc. 527-8374. 
300 MF COMBINE, cab and
air, also chopper, 13' bean
head, 527-8374. 
4 ROW CULTIVATOR, 4 row
International corn planter, 6
row spray rig, 527-8374 
TEN FOOT John Deere
small grain drill. 5250. 1-354-
6653. 
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
17 FOOT ALUMINUM canoe
for sale, used one season, like
new condition. Call 753.7410. 
22. MUSICAL 
FOR SALE: - guitar -and
amplifier, $75; Signet
triffnPet, WS; hvin
mattress and box springs,
$30. Call 435-4238 after 5 pm. 
SANTA GOT caught in the
blizzard and left ail his
Wurlitzer organs with us.
Must sell at our cost, no down
payment, small monthly
payments. Clayton's- J. a. B.
Music. 753-7575. 
TRADE-INS: Organs and
pianos. Bargains, $300 and
up. Lonardo Piano Co.,







Sale! Over 100 rolls to choose
from, all in stock and ready
for delivery. Most prices
include pad and installation.
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321. 
CUSTOM CUT, hardwood
firewood. Call 436-5861 after 6
pm.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Call
753-8170. 
INSTANT STACK shelving:
as many as you need for
home or commercial
storage: Come by and see at
405 S 4th Street, or call 753





TAKE UP payment of only
$15 a month on this 19 inch
color t.v. under warranty. .1
& B Music, 753-7575. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
bedroom, 1, 2 bath, central
heat and air, partially fur.
nished, all appliances in
eluding dishwasher, 10' X 14'
storage shed, underpinned,
located at Riveria Trailer
Courts. Call 1 345 2799 after 5
pm. 
1975 12' X 60', ALL ELEC.
TRIC mobile home. Large
air conditioner, enclosed.
Call 492 8511. 
1969, 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM, furnished, all
electric. Call 753 6949 after
5 30pm. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
SPACES AND homes for
families only. apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16th
Street, 10am to 6 pm. 
TRAILER SPACES
available, Hazel K trailer
park, Hazel, Kentucky: city
water, sewer, and garbarge
pickup. office phone 492.82511. 
TWO BE DR004 trailer.
Call 474 111105. 
TWO, 3 BEDROOM, trailers
Call 753-0957, 
N. eta. 136343A1..3 
APPROXIMATELY 1000
square feet In Southside
Shopping Center available
March I 753 661?
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after S pm. 
31. WANT TO RENT 
FURNISHED APARTMENT
or house, reasonable with
character, Murray Hardin
area and toward Kentucky
lake, sought by single man in
late 30's with full time per
manent fob. Cad 474-2727
extension 218, 7 am to 4 pm or
436 2420 6 pm to 11 pm, and
ask for Mr. Ellsworth. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
NICE, SMALL furnished
apartment for rent. Come to
1414 Vine, no phone calls
please. 
TWO BEDROOM townhouse
apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air
Call 753-7550.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
TWO UNFURNISHED
houses for rent. One 2
bedroom house, 1 block from
campus, $175. One house with
2 bedroom and den in county,
$140. References required.
Call 753-3293 after 5 pm. 














1979 Unilet1 Feature synaiLdie
FIVE OFFICES located 703 S
4th Street, next to Black's
Decorating Center. See
Carlos Black, Jr. or call 753-
0839 or 753-5287. 
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP. 
350 BALES OF Timothy hay.
435-4547. 
HAY FOR sale, Contact
Robert Wiggins at Wiggins
Furniture, 753.4566 
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889 
LARGE ROUND bales of
Timothy hay. Will load on
truck. $25 per bale. 498-8376. 
34. PETS-OPPLIES. 
COCKER PUPS, AKC,
males, 2 females, 6 weeks.
753-0662. 
DOBERMAN PUPPIES,
AK C, ears cropped, shots,
Champion sired, 13 weeks
Call 753-5620. 
FULL BLOODED black and
silver German Shepherd
pups, $25 each. 435.4481.
FOR SALE: light brown, full
bred, Cocker Spainel pup
pies, 2 months old, 575 each.
753-9852. 
REGISTERED POINTER
pups, 5 months old, Red
Water Rex, Whiteknight and
Elhew bloodlines. Males and
females. Phone 1615) 6.47-
0583, Clarksville, Tennessee,
after 5 pm.











utility room, yet it is
economically priced in
the low $30's. Located
on quiet street within




IF YOU would like a small
home in a quiet neigh-
borhood, see this 2 bedroom
cottage carpeted
throughout Needs iust a
little tender love and care to
be a really cute place. Call
753-1492 or 753-8221. .offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors. 
MINI ESTATE.. complete
with garden area, grape
arbor and fruit trees, three
bedroom house... low down
payment, assumable
loan...all for 530,900. Dial 753-
1492 or 753.8579...offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors. 
I' 
oRatep.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531051
Take a look at this
neat brick house in a
good neighborhood.




and 3 air conditioners.
934,500.
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abesfes siding. A
little clean-up and fix.up for
real enloyment. 526,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone




radio, tape, C.a., body in
excellent condition. Reduced
713-6103 after 5 pm. 
1977 CHRYSLER COR•
DOBA,- 13,000 miles, like
new. 1978 Dodge Van,
Sportsman royal SE, 6,000
miles. 1977 Ford Ranchero,
22,000 miles 753-2720 or can
be seen at Thweatrs Service
Station. 
1970 CHEVY BEL AIR, 6




$250 Call 436 2294
'IONE LIKE THIS TO MOW THE LAWN,
OR SOMETHING SUITABLE TO JOIN Ai
TRACTORCADE TO WASHINGTONfit I
43. REAL ESTATE 
'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch
INVESTORS!!! Check
this newly listed nice
livable frame home,
on 20 acres, 236' Hwy.
frontage on 641 North






TODAY. . . Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
GARAGE APARTMENT, 1
block from University,
contains 6 sleeping rooms.












With The F nendly Touch"
THRIVING BUSINES-




ment included. Call us
about additional in-
formation on this ex-
cellent business op-
portunity. Boyd-Majo-





3 Bedroom brick on
corner lot. Hwy. 299
and Poor Farm Rd.
Paved drive, nice lot, 3
bedrooms, bath, newly
installed Fisher wood
burning stove. All this











With The Friendly Touch"
THE PERFECT












Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
SUPER LOT!! Wooded lot in
tt"--- beautiful Gatesboro at half
the usual asking price. See
 fili3 listing on County Cork
Road Seeing is believing!
Priced under 1,6000.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homes lies located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753-7531.
Purdom & Thurinai
Insurance & Real Estate








Located 5 miles west




lovely 3 acre wooded
building site, 2 ponds,




wanted. Over 500 feet
of blacktop road fron-
tage. Finest 15 acre
tract we've seen on the
market in the past
couple of years. Don't
let this opportunity
pass, phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
the information.




void *6111 CUT $9.50 •
Fee Issepitel I bane cells please ail 753.3645 ase day In ad
woes. Wary Public Service.




Mae In Gatesboreers. Istre
fastens /while artercas,
burlier Wenn, gas pal, large
&epic& wed wavy meet If
yee'd Ike eikitienal le-
formation skeet lids lively 3
BB 21/ bath hews jest ail es.
It's vomit so es can leek et









Yes, you'll fall in love




21/2 baths, 2 car
garage, redwood deck,
covered concrete
patio, and cedar fen-
ced rear yard for
privacy. Don't buy un-
til you have seen this
one. Priced at $65,000.
Phone 753-1222, Kop-
lerud Realty.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
FOR SALE by owner: lot 1/2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft of High
way 94. City water, no
restrictions, not in a sub
nights. 
Call Bob Futrell,
753-7668 days, and 753 2394
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
BRICK HOUSE, 3 bedrooms,
family room, 2 full baths,
-near University. 753.5791 or
753 2649.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick veneer home with
carport and utility room
Located in New Providence
area with 150' X 140' lot. Call
753 3231 or 753 5881 after 5
pm.
THREE BEDROOM.? bath,
large den on 1 acre lot, 1 mile
south of Kirksey. Call 409-
2250. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1978 IT 175 YAMAHA, 1250
miles, perfect mechanical
condition, new chains and
,sprockets..Calljp.7220. . 
1977 KAWASAKI,' K2 650,
red, good running bike, must





604 So. 12th St.
1973 DATSUN, nice, $695. 436-
5885. 
FOR SALE: 1977 Formula,
20,000. miles, excellent
condition, $5000 Call 767-
4309.
1971 FORD LTD, 4 door, good
condition. 1960 Chevy pickup
truck, good condition. Ford
tractor, 12 inch plow and 14
inch plow. Kerosine
salamander. 437.4801. 
FOR SALE 1971 Monte Carlo
Good condition, new paint,
shocks, battery, recently
tuned. Slide-in FM-cassette
player. $1300. call 753-7839
after I pm. 
1975 FORD GRANDA, 2-
door, 6 cylinder, power and
air, one owner, good con-
dition, $2250. Call 489-2595. 
GOOD CONDITION 1970
Chevrolet Caprice, $750. Also
1970 Ford Van. Call 753-8333. 
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two
door hard top, V8 automatic
with air. Brown on brown,
extra good condition, $900,
call 354-6217. 
1979 MAZDA R X7 sports car,
low mileage, still under
warrenty. Velva Hawks,
Sedalia, Kentucky, 382-2403. 
1970 MALIBU, LOW mileage,
51100.753-4023.
.1966 MUSTANG, HAS been
wrecked but engine and
interior are fine. If interested
Call 753-8326 and.. ask...for
Mike.
1973 MAVERICK GRAB-
BER. 6500 miles, good
condition, best offer. Call 1E+-
2743 after 4:30. 
1970, NINE PASSENGER
Chevrolet Caprice station-
wagon, air, automatic, nice,
5695. 753-1818 after 5 pm. 
1974 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme stationwagon,
automatic, air, cruise, AM-
FM radio, radial tires. 436-
5610. 
1975 PLYMOUTH GRAND
Fury, 440 plus , $500. Goodi
mechanically. Call 753-4171 •
after 2 pm. 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLTARIE
SW, air, power steering,
power disc brakes, cruise
control, power windows, AM.
FM stereo radio, low
mileage, extra clean, good
mechanically, white with
Wood grain trim, $3900.
Sedalia, 328-8275. 
1973 VW 412, 4-door,
automatic, good condition,
5995. 753-2738. 
1975 VW RABBIT, 2-door,
gold brown interior, $1995.
753-2738. 
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1972 BLAZER, 350 enginE,
good condition, two wheel
drive. Call 753-5137 after 4
pm.
1975 CHEVROLET,
SI LV E R ADO, power
steering, brakes and air, AM.
FM radio, $4000. Call 435-
4588.
1968 CHEVY PICKUP, 436.
5885. 
1968 CHEVROLET, SHORT
wheel base pickup, like new,
has had major tuneup, new
carberator, new timing gear,
new paint, white over red,
body perfect. Indy steering
wheel, new tires wide oval,
chrome mags, $1500 or $1000
with out tires and mags Call
759-41114.
1978 Ford beery My V. tee
pickup, gad saw Ores a
rear, Iqdudsr.41,
special wear treessissiesi,
special rear beeper with hit-
ch, lids trip:Jimmie! he • geed
feel oink for • haler et a
weed Isesier er a tew vehicle.
Pecks a geed lead.
Icy ewe ter way S645.00.
Pb.. 436-5443, if a some
753-4437.
1976 CHEVROLET 2 TON
grain truck, 60 series, 16'4"
bed and hoist with 12 ft.
extention racks, 350 motor,
power steering, A speed,
heavy springs. 50 gallon
auxiliary gas tank, 16,700
miles, like new. Phone 753
0332 after 7 pm. 
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
deluxe pickup, good con-
dition, air and power, AM.
FM, $2275. Call 499.2595. 
19
DODGE AD
VENTURER SE, two tone
blue, 11,500 miles, hes some--
extras. Call 489 2228 after 5
pm.
$3 SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS I. Son 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1
395-4967 or 1 362-4895 
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489 2774. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references. V ibra•Vac steam
Or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning  753-5827. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




Small concrete jobs. Call 436




walks, patios, steps, free
estimates'. 753-5476.
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
custom building: wood
frame or metal frame.
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I F 0,-d
Supply, Inc. 1.1901)642-8544. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation. R t.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502)435-
4527,
DRIVEWAYS. WHITE
rocked and graded, free
estimates, call Clifford














Call Tony Teschner, 354-1531,
if no answer 354-8201. 
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson We also do grading
and backhoe work, for free




call Ernest White, 753-0605
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753
1537. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolf, 753-8170. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753 1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing anti
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173. 
WET BASEMENT? Wt
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarad
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night 1-
442.7026 . 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753-2211. 
WILL DO housekeeping. Call
anytime 753,6956. 
WILL CLEAN out house
gutters. Please call 753 0449
days or nights. 
54. FREE COLUMN 
THREE, 6 WiaCKS old,
Collie and K2 German
Shepherd, must find home Of





retail dealer. Write C.
Hudson, 2617 W 7th, Ft.
Worth, TX 76107, or call (817)
335-4161. 
FEMALE, CAREER
oriented, looking for same to
share duplex apartment. $80
plus 1/2 utilities. 753-0977,
Monday through Friday. *to
4.30
Everything you always wanted to
know about remodeling your
bathroom. but never had the time to





"Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th 753-5719
FOR SALE: 1968 Jeepster
Commando, 4 wheel drive,
900d condition, call 489 2436. 
FOR SALE: 1976 deep CJS,
big 6, 4-speed, excellent gas
mileage, excellent condition.
Phone 354-6483. 
1962 GMC PICKUP. See at
701 54th St. or call 753 0039 or
753 5287. 
1965 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton, with hoiSt, steel bed and
sides, excellent condition.
Call 498-8650. 
ONE TON truck, 1970 Ford,
14' bed.  $975. Call 4.36-2658.
TWO HEAVY duty travel
trailer axles with brakes and
wheels and springv and
shackles Suitable for car
hauler 753 2738
ATTENTION FIX-ER-UPPERS!!! Here's that
old house to challenge your creative abilities. It
comes with 4 acres and 420' of road frontage, a
good well and a septic tank. It'll take some work
but it's offered at only $12,500. It's located on
Hwy. 464 between Alino Heights and Kirksey.
The old homeplace is a gorgeous site. Buy it and
fix it up!!!
Retirement cottage! 2 BR home at 625 Broad
ideal for couple planning retirement. Lot has
garden spot to grow fresh vegetables. Also has
storm doors and windows. Only $18,750.00.
Lots of room! Want an older home with lots of
room and in the country"' Let us show you this 3
or 4 BR home on 1/2 acre lot off 04E and within
minutes of Ky. Lake and the LBL. Nice wooded






(Next To Cain's AMC, Jeep)
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Two Injured, Highway Blocked
Two persons were injured, ooe seriously enough to be admitted to the local hospital, in this accident early today
on Ky. 94 just east of Murray. Admitted to Murray-Calloway County Hospital with a dislocated hip and multiple
lacerations was Gail Sweatman, 16, 733 Riley Court. A hospital spokesman listed her condition late this morning as
satisfactory. Treated and released was Mark Darnell, 18, of Rt. 3, a passenger in the auto driven by Miss Sweatman
(right photo). The driver of the tractor trailer rig involved in the collision, Bobby J. Oakley, 45, Rt. 3 was reported not
injured.
State Offices Not Set Up To
Aid McBrayer Says Carroll Aide'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll's press
secretary has denied that a
network of regional state
offices was set up to boost
Terry McBrayer's campaign
Fu n eralTs
For R. K. Williams
The funeral for Robert
Kelvin Williams will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Julian Warren and the Rev.
George White officiating. Gus
Robertson, Jr., will be soloist
with Mrs. Bobby Lomb as
organist.
Active pallbearers will be
Mason, Mac, Danny, Billy,
and Chris McCuiston, and
William Homer Maddox.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Frankie and Don Rogers, Jeff,
Joey, Ricky, and Mickey
Butterworth, Ricky Wilker-
son, Mark Jackson, Randy
Adams, and Mike Duncan.
Burial will follow in the Salem
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
The young man, 17, died
Thursday at 3:45 p.m. at St.
Jude's Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. He was a member of the
Salem Baptist Church and a
junior at Calloway County
High School.
Suvivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Williams, and one brother,
Terry Williams, Murray
Route 1; grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Woodrow Tarry,




74, Dies At Local
Hospital Early Today
Mrs. Vera E. Outland, 74,
died at 1:07 a.m. today at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mrs. Outland is survived by
her husband, Eulus, of the
home address in Almo; a
daughter. Mrs. Edwin
(JeweW Ahart of Almo; and a
son, C. W. Outland of Almo.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Mozelle Lee,
McKenzie, Tenn.; Mrs. Evy
Pittman', Highland Park,
Mich.; Mrs.lrene Hicks,
Benton;, Mrs. Iline Pittman,
New Concord; and Mrs.
Roberta Furgerson, Murray;
and one brother, Cecil
Eldridge, Indianapolis, Ind.
Two grandchildren and five
great-grandchildren.
Mrs Outlargi was a member
of Poplar Springs Baptist
Church. Max Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements which are
incomplete at • this time.
Friends may cull at the




is not true and there is no
evidence of it shown," Gary
Auxier, the governor's
spokesman, said Friday.
Larry Freas of Franklin, a
former employee in the
Madisonville office, alleged
that the offices are "campaign
headquarters-----fer— Terry
McBrayer."
McBrayer, a former state
commerce commissioner,
reportedly is Carroll's choice
for the Democratic
nomination in the May
primary.
Administration officials
say, however, that the six
offices are performing
valuable liaison work between
state agencies and local of-
ficials and citizens, and that
they are not involved in
McBrayer's campaign.
- "During the flood they




questions and got answers,"
Auxier said. "They performed
exactly the way we had hoped
— or rather, better than we
had hoped for — when the
offices were instituted.
"And that is just one
example that I happen to know
of first hand," he said.
Postoff ice Closed
Monday For Holiday
The Murray Postoffice will
be closed Monday, Feb. 19, in
observance of the national
holiday, George Washington's
birthday, according to Virgil
Gilliam, postmaster, and G.
B. Jones, superintendent of
mails.
The holiday dispatch
schedule will be observed, and
any outgoing mail should be in
the postoffice by 3:30 p.m. The
lobby will be open for
postoffice box patrons and
stamps may be purchased at
the stamp machines.
__Po city or rural delivery ot_




The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., will speak on the
subject, "Living On Inner
Resources," at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Feb. 18, at the First
United Methodist Church.
Kathie Hauser will sing a
solo, "0 Rest In The Lord," at
both services. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem,
"Eternal Praise," at the later
service.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.
The Chinese dinner will be
served at 5:30 p.m. Sunday
followed by the final session of
the study on "China" at 6:15
p.m.
The Methodist Men will
have a dinner meeting on
Wednesday, Feb. 21, at 6.30
p.m. at the church, and
reservations should be made
by Sunday. The program will
be presented by Dr. Mark
Singer on "Child Abuse."
Presbyterians To
Heir Rentabatin
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church, will
speak on the subject,
"Mission: Doom or Hope," at
the 10:45 a.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, Feb. 18. His
scripture will be from Ezekiel
47:1-12.
Lisa Slater will be the choir
director and Steve Clark will
be organist.
Ushers serving Sunday will
be Larry Kjosa, Gordon
Lobergers, Ken. Wolf, and Ed.
Graves.





will be held at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ at
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.
on Sunday, Feb. 18, with John
Dale as speaker.
His morning sermon topic
will be "Jesus Our Judge"
with scripture from Acts
17:30-31; and his evening topic
will be "The Assembly of
Christians" with scripture
from Hebrews 10:23-25.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls,
Steve Steele, Steve Roberson,
Kim Weatherford, Ed A.
Thomas, Gary Lamb, Randy
Moore, Stafford Curd, Roger
Rhodes, Gene McDougal, and
Earl Nanny.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Vernon
Anderson, Leemon Nix, Earl
Nanny, Don Winchester, and
Tommy Carraway. Serving
for the Extension Department
will be Don Sanders and Steve
Steele. Rhonda Manners will
be the teen nursery helper.
Bible Study will be held at
9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
Masses Scheduled
At Catholic Church
St. Leo's Catholic Church
will have masses at 6:30 p.m.
today and at 8 a.m., 11 a.m.,
and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, Feb.
18, with the pastor, the Rev.
Martin Mattingly, to speak on
the subject, "God Never Gives
Up On Us" with scripture
from Mark 2:1-12.
At the 11 a.m. mass visual
aids and the homily will be
especially adapted to the
children of the Parish, the
pastor said.
Church School for grades 1
to 12 and Adult Education
Class will be at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday.
The Women's Guild will
meet Tuesday, Feb. 20, at 1
p.m. in Gleason hall. The
spring salad luncheon will be
discussed. Following the
business a white elephant
auction *ill be held and
refreshments will be served.
Episcopal Church
Plans Communion
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the 9:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, Feb. 18, at
St. John's Episcopal Church,
Main and Broach Streets,
Murray.
The Rev. Stephen Daven-
port, vicar of the church, will
be the celebrant.
Acolytes will be Samar
Mahfoud, Tim Burchfield, and
George Moore. Lay readers
will be Custis Fletcher, Frank
Blodgett, and Steve Hale.
Peter Del Buono and Will
Gentry will be ushers.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 11 a.m. Sun-
day.
Memorial Church
To Hear Dr. White
"Victory Over Death" will
be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. Dr:Jerrell White
—at the 10:50 easu- worship
services on Sunday, Feb. 18, at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
His scripture will be from I
Cor. 15:50-58.
Tommy Wilkins will direct
the song service with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Sharon Owens as pianist.
Ralph Bogard, deacon of the
week, will assist in the ser-
vices.
At the 7 p.m. services the
Rev. Dr. White will speak on
the subject, "Helps In Coping
With Grief" with scripture
from Matthew 5:4; I Thes.
4:13.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Gayle Adams and
Angel Adams.
Church Teaching will be at
9 : 40 a.m. with Elbert
Thomason as director, and
Church Training will be at 6
p.m.
Rev. Dr. Roos Will
Speak At Services
The First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) will hold
worship services at 10:45 a.m.
on Sunday, Feb. 18; with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr % David C.
Roos, to speak on the subject,
"One World: One Family."
Margaret Porter will direct
the Chancel Choir as they sing
the anthem, "The King of
Love My Shepherd Is," with
Maxine Clark as organist.
The Children's sermon will
be by Jeff Koch.
Mrs. Dan McKeel will be the
worship leader with Laura
Cella as candle lighter and
Mrs. Walt Apperson and Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Clopton as
greeters.
Serving as elders will be
Walt Apperson and John
Pasco, Sr., with Voris Wells,
Jim Boone, Dr. Ron Cella,
Darrel McFerron, and Fred
Wells as deacons. Faye Austin
will be in charge of the nur-
sery.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of W. Z. Carter by his
family.
Max Miller will be the of-
ficial church visitor for the
week.
Sunday School will be at 9 30
a.m., and youth groups will
meet at 5:90 p.m. Sunday for
supper with regular meetings
at 6 p.m.
Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris, who investigated the accident, said the Sweatman vehicle was traveling east
and the haulaway, loaded with eight cars, was going west when the accident occurred. The Sweatman vehicle came
to rest on the guardrail of a bridge while the tractor trailer went down an embankment on the south side of the
highway.
Wrecker crews from Tabers Wrecker Service and Gardner Wrecker Service have been on the scene since the
time of the accident (about 1:30 a.m.) attempting to get the haulaway back onto the roadway. Morris said about 9
a.m. today that he expects the highway to be blocked about two more hours.
South Central Bell Asks For
$44.6 Million Rate Increase
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Kentucky customers of South
Central Bell Telephone Co.
may be paying more for phone
service in the near future.
The telephone company
Friday asked the state Public
Service Commission for a
$44.6 million rate increase:
However, the South Central
Bell conceded it did not expect
the PSC to grant the entire 15
percent increase immediately




executive for Bell's Kentucky
operations, said the company
supports the price guidelines
and will abide by them. But he
also asked the PSC to consider
granting the remainder of the
$44.6 million increase as soon
as the guidelines permit.
A spokesman for the
company said it believes the
guidelines will allow in-
creased revenues of between
$11.7 million and $27 million
initially,
The proposed new rates
would cover basic monthly
residential services, new
service connections, certain
business services and several
miscellaneous items such as
decorator phones.
The basic residential ser-
vice charge for Bell customers
would increase by anywhere
from $2.43 to $3.61 per month
under the proposed new rates.
The basic business service
Rev. William N. McElrath
To Speak, Baptist Church
The Rev. William N.
McElrath, missionary to
Indonesia, will be the speaker
at the 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Feb. 18, at the First Baptist
Church.
The speaker, son of the late
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath
of Iffnmiy. was _graduated
from Murray State University
and Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville. He was appointed
to mission service in Bandung,
Indonesia, in April 1964. -
Rev. McElrath is editor and
writer at the Baptist
Publishing House in Bandung.
He has authored several books
used by Southern Baptists and
one of his hymns is included in
the new Baptist Hymnal. He
and his wife, Betty, have two
children, Tim and Jamie.
At the morning service Miss
Penny Wilson will sing a solo,
and the Church Choir,
directed by Wayne Halley,
minister of music, will sing
"My Song in the Night." Doug
Vaned will be organist and
Mrs. Allene Knight will be
pianist. The violin offertory
will be played by LeRoy
Savage Is Speaker,
University Church
The University Church of
Christ will hold worship
services at 10:30 a.m. and 6
p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 18, with




Gary Taylor, James Feltner,
and Larry Wright will assist in
the services.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Jack WiLson,
Jimmy Ford, Prentice Dunn,
Charles Stark, Freed Curd,
Hoyt Like, Cecil Like, Wayne
Doran, and Roger Wilson.
Nursery supervisors will be
jay Waldrop, Liz Bazzell, and
Ann Brooks.
Bible classes will be held at
9:30a.m. on Sunday
would increase by a range of
$6.08 to $10.43 per month.
No increase in long-distance
rates was proposed.
The rate request cited in-
creased operating costs,
inadequate earnings and an
urgent need to continue a
massive construction
program. The company urged
--ibe PSC -fii—bold prompt
hearings and take quick action
on the request.
"We are at a crucial stage,"
McCandless said in a
prepared statement. "We
hope the commission will act
quickly on our request. We
must continue our extensive
program, or the list of families
without telephone service will
continue to grow."
Thompson.
The Ladies Choir will
present special music at the
evening services.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, and the
deacon of the week, Dan
Shipley, will assist in the
services.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 8-
p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs.
David Hill, Mrs. Richard
Jones, Mrs. C. W. Herndon,
Mrs. Glen Grogan, Miss Leslie
Grogan, and Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Ragsdale.
The Senior Adult Group will
have a potluck luncheon on
Tuesday, Feb. 20, at 12 noon at
the Fellowship Hall of the  
church.





Solid Vinyl Weaterboarding eliminates pain-
























Bought In February or March
Special Sale On
All Small Cars
Buy Now Et Save.
Hatcher Auto Sales
Tour Franchised Lincoln-Mercury Dealer
South 12th Street
